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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MESON RE$EARCH 

Dora Fo Sherman 

March 10~ 1950 

Introduction 

This bibliography was prepared for the members of the film study group, 

consequently the papers abstracted were chosen for their pertinence to the 

research of this group& In this report are abstracted all papers in the jour-

nals which are reviewed in "Physics Abstracts" for the years 1946 through 1949, 

on the production and properties 'of mesons 9 on nuclear stars in photographic 

emulsions» and on photographic emulsion techniques for the study of mesons. 

Cosmic ray research and meson theory have been included if they gave infor-

mation concerning properties of mesons which the film study group might measure. 

Theoretical papers were included if they suggested experiments which would choose 

decisively be~7een conflicting meson theorieso 

The abbreviations of journal naJn.es are those used in Physics Abstracts. 

The author hopes that these references and abstracts 1;11ill prove to 

have value~ and she will welcome criticism 9 correction of errors or suggestions 

for improving the usefulness of this.reporto 
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JJI"esons 

1946 

BASU, C.: Meson Production in Copper. Nature 158, 379. 

Photograph of a' pair of diverging tracks in cloud chamber, inter-

preted as a proton, and a meson created by it. 

BETHE, H., A.: Multiple Scattering and the Mass of the Meson. Physo Revo :!.2 . .1 

821. 

Because multiple scattering in cloud chamber gas can cause large 

apparent curvature of tracks» measurement of Hf' is meaningless if H 

and p are low. All published meson tracks can be compatible with a 

unique mass of 200 e.m. 

CHANG, T. S.: Properties of Mesons Described by a Pseudoscalar Wave Function. 

K. Danske Vidensk. Selsk» :Mat-fys 9 Medd. ~, 17. 

Calculated cross sections of pseudoscalar mesons for: 

1. (m» r) capture by nucleon 

2. elastic scattering 

3. creation of meson pair by meson-nucleon collision. 

Calculated lifetime of pseudoscalar meson. 

COCCONT, G. and TONGIORGI, V.: The Mean Lifetime of the Meson. Phys. Rev. Z£, 

859o 

Value of ~/~c2 is constant 9 2.6 + 0.3 x lo-14 sea/ev. This excludes 

a spectrum of values of It. 

CONVEH.SI, M., P.AKCINI~ E.~ PICCIONiv 0.: On the Decay Process of Positive and 

Negative Mesonso Phys. Rev. ~o 232. 

To study the ratio ?J between meson decays and stopped mesons in a 

3 em Fe absorber., coincidence counters were used to detect decay electrons 

from mesons which had been sorted according to charge and energy by a 
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magnetized iron core (B ~ 15g000 gauss). The values of ~ obtained 

we reg 

for p~sitive mesons 

negative mesons 

'YJ= .33 + Oo04 

I? = .077 + 0.02 

C01WERSig M. and PICCIONT~ O.: On the Mean Life of Slow Mesons. Phys. Rev. 

Meson decay was studied by coincidence counting of the meson and 

decay electrono 1: = 2o33 ~sec~ ~ 6.5 percent. 

CONVERSI 9 M. and PICCIQNI, 0.~ On the Disintegration of Slow Mesonso Phys. 

Rev. :!.£~> 874. 

Mean range of decay electrons is about 2.5 em of lead ~ 20 percent. 

CONVERSI 9 M. and SCROCCOs E.: Research on the Hard Component of the Penetrating 

Radiation Using Magnetized Iron Cores. Nuovo Cim. !» 372. (In Italian.) 

They.believe that the existence of several mesons with different 

lifetimes is impossible. A 20 percent excess of + to - mesons is found. 

FESTA 9 C.: On the Diffusion of Mesons Through Lead. Nuovo Cim. !» 445. (In 

Italiano) 

The measured diffusion through lead agrees with the theory of E. J. 

Williams. 

FRErTER~ W. B.g The Mass of Cosmic Ray Mesotrons. Phys. Revo 70s 625 • 
. ~ ~-

Measured range in lead as a fen of momentum. Mass of all mesons 

so measured - 202 e.m. 

GILL~ P .. S. and R,A1'1: 9 M. ~ O:n the Production of Mesotrons by Neutral Particles. 

Indian"' J o Physo ~» 7lo 

The layer of atmosphere in which non-ionizing cosmic rays produce 

mesons is above 16~800 ft. in the equatorial regions. 

• 
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GINSBURG, V4: . On Nuclear Scattering of Mesotrons. J. Phys. USS}l, _10 9 297. 

GORODITZKY, S.: The Experimental Determination of the Mass of Mesotrons by 

Ionization Methodso Experientia ~' 421. (In French4) 

All methods for measuring masses are discussed. Ionizatio~, range, 

and momentum loss in an absorber are discussed in detail; and the resolving 
) 

· :powers of the three methods compared. A set of curves is given, fromwhiyh 
/ 

the mass 9 and estimated error, are given as a function of momentum loss in 

an absorber. 

BARISH - CHANDRA: On the Scattering of Scalar Mesonso Proc. Indian Academy 

Sci. A9 .£!_9 135., 

Classical formulae for scattering by neutrons are obtained, taking 

account of radiation damping. The neutron is assumed to possess charge 

and dipole moment 9 the scattering due to each is treated separately. 

The formulae for scattering due to the dipole have the same for.m as the 

one obtained by Bhabha for transverse mesons. The scattering for high 

energy mesons is doub:e 9 for lmv energies, half that of transverse vee-

tor mesons. The scalar and pseudoscalar charge and dipole interactions 

are considered in the quantum theory. The scalar dipole interaction does 

not give rise to scattering~ all the scattering being due to the pseudo-

scalar interaction. In this case, the quantum theoretical formulae agree 

with the corresponding classical ones: if the effect of radiation reaction 

is neglectedo 

HUGHES, De J.: Cloud Chamber Photographs of Heavy Particles at High Altitudes. 

Physo Rev. ~9 371. 

Large errors in mass determination 9 but some evidence for a dis-

1tribution of meson masses. One photograph shows pair production of low 

energy mesotrons. 
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KOBAYASI 9 Mo and IMA.EDA~ K. g A note on the Method of Radiation Damping and Its 

Application to the Photo Mesonic Processo Progr.o Theor .. Physics .!_~ 101., 

Radiation damping equations are given corresponding .to problems where .. 

the final state is different from the initial state, as well as when it is 

similar.. A solution of these equations is obtained for production of pseud9-

scalar mesons by the scattering of photons by nucleons.., and a comparison . ' 
made with the pure scattering of photonso Results are also given for vector 

mesonso At high energies the cross section is proportional to E-4 for 

processes in·which the final state is distinct from the initial state, and 

=2 . proportional to E when the final state is similar. 

KOENIG 9 Ho P.~ Absorption of Slow Mesotrons in Lead 9 Iron 9 Aluminum and Water., 

Physo Revo ~9 590o 

The absorption of slow mesons was measured 9 using anticoincidence 

counterso The statistical error in the number of mesons stopped was less 

than 3 percent. The values obtained were compared with those calculated 

from the theory of energy loss by collision. The experimental values 

agreed vn th the theory only after account was taken of scattering.., which 

is of particular importance in the heavy ele.mentso For water 9 no reliable 

theoretical value could be calculatedo 

LAPP, R. E.: The origin ofLarge Cosmic Ray Bursts., Phys. Rev.,~.., 32lo 

Study of large cosmic ray bursts indicate that they are produced 

by bremsstrahlung of mesons .. Data compared with calculations of Christy 

and Kusaka indicate 0 or 1/2 for meson spin 9 and ex?lude spin lo 

. The altitude dependence of burst production might be explained by 

mesons of spin 1 9 having a short enough mean life that they fail to reach 

sea level., 
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LE PRINCE-RINGUET 9 Lo and LHERITIER9 Mo: Probable Existence of a Particle of 

Mass 990 me in Cosmic Rayso Jo Phys., Radium (Sero 8) '!..~ 66o (In French.) 

A value m = 990 me .!. 12 percent was obtained for one particle by 

observing elastic collisionso Similar collisions of other observed mesons 

show normal meson mass value. 
, 

LE PRINCE-RINGUET~ Lo»LHERITIER~ Mas and RICHARD-FOY~ Ro: Investigation of 

Fast Protons and IEesons in. the Pene;trating Component of Cosmic Rays. 

J., Physo ~Radium ( Sero 8) '!..t> _ 69 o 

Five particles were found in 10~000 cloud chamber photographs vvith 

apparent mass (measured by Hp and ionization density) intermediate 

between protons and mesons o 

LE PRINCE-RINGUET, L, s NAGEOTTE 9 Eo, GARODITSKY s G., and RICHARD-FQY, R.: 

Direct Determination of the Mass of a Mesotron by Elastic Collisiono 

Observed changes in curvature of meson tracks passing through 

matter. Meson mass rE:ported - 240 + 20 eom. 

LOMBARDO, B. Jr. and HAYIN~ Vfo Eo: Intens'ity of Cosmic Ray .Electrons Relative 

to Mesotrons at Sea. Levelo Phys. Revo ~9 74. 

Observations of absorption in Pb plates in cloud chambers favor 

the assumption of meson decay yielding one electron and one neutrino. 

LUKIRSKY, Po Io and PIRFILOV, No A.: The Negative Meson and Its Masso 

C. R. Aca.d. Sci o , USSRo 54t> 219 o 

Nuclear capture of .;. mesons: probability of capture is large for 

• 
slow, non-ionizing mesonso Capture produces stars in emulsions of the 

types 

11- + Nl4 __ -7 2He4 + 2Hl + 4n
0 

11- + 016.--~ 4 
3He + "1 H + 3n 

0 
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p.- + 1114 ---,;.-He4 + 4H~ + 6n
0 

+ o16 >z.ffe4 + 3H1 +- sn 
0 

In 19 cases masses of -mesons were either 140 or 200 me~ no intermediate ~ 

values foundo 

1/IANNEBACKj Cog Recent Progress of Quantum Theory of fields and of the Meson. 

ReL Pont. Acad. Scio (Auct. ScL Tempo Belli) No. 17 11 (1939-45). (In 

French.) 

Eighteen page bibliography with abstracts of work in Europe between 

1939-1946. 

NOMA$ So::- On the Meson Pair Theory of Nuclear Forces. Prog. Theor. Phys. 

2:_s 71 o 

A study is made of a scalar meson pair theory involving charged and 

neutral mesons. Using this theory 

(a) interaction of nuclear particles with meson fields 

(b) interactions between neutrons and protons 

(c) scatteri~g of mesons by nucleons 

(d) theory of p decay. 

It is shown that in this theory there is no possibility of absorption 

of a meson by a nuclear particle. 

The assumption of the interaction 

neutrino~ e- + (positive meson) + (neutral particle)· 

leads to ~ decay with Fenni type interaction. 

The process (charged meson)------;) e + (neutral meson) 
.. 

+ (neutral particle) 

can occur only if the mass of the neutral meson is smaller than that of 

the charged one. 
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PAIS 9 A. g Life Time of the Neutral Mesono Nature~ ~.., 715. 

' Th? computation of the mean life of a neutral meson decaying to 

three or more photons requires the cutting off of a divergent i~tegral. 

The author then discusses y0 ---+ e+ + e~ and y0~ n + nv as possible 

modes of decay0 assuming that gn 
2 
/li.c >> gch 2/J>c (gn and gch denote the · 

coupling of neutral and charged mesons with the electron neutrino field) D 

and considering that electron neutrino forces are relativistic. He shows 

that these assumptions can explain the short life time of neutral mesons. 

POWELL 9 W., M.,: Cloud Chamber Analysis of· Cosmic Rays at 14Dl20 Fto Phys. Rev. 

~, 385. 

Secondary particle neutrons and protons have maximum energy "-'200 Mev !I 

due to large cross section of air for production of meson pairs. This 

maximum energy gives a measure for the mass of the meson of slightly more 

than 200 meo 

" RULINGs J. and STEINWAURER 9 R.: The Mass of the Meson. Experientia ~» 108. 

(In Germano) 

~easurements on cosmic rays with cloud chambers indicate two types 

of mesons. Mass of one between 100 me = 200 me.? arid a mass exceeding 

" SCHAFERs W. g On the Question of the Types of Meson. Naturwiss. ~u 365., (In 

German.) 

Data on cosmic rays are discussed assuming 2 mesons.., one lights of 

long half life.., and one heavy. 

SHUTT 9 R. P.~ Some Experimental Results Concerning Mesotrons. Phys. Rev. 

~.? 261. 

Cross sections for anomalous 9 non-Coulomb scattering were measured 

by comparison of scattering in two different Pb thicknesses. For meson 
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energies above 5 x 108 ev scattering through angles 5° - 90° is mostly 

anomalouso The present study of meson showers does not show saturation 

for shower production reported by Janossy and 'Sinhao Study of slow, 

heavily ionizing mesons (energy < 20 Mev) gives some evidence that such 

mesons disappear by an as yet ~wn process. 

SINHA, M. S., ~ On the Scattering of Slow Mesons. Phys .. Rev .. ~.11· 153. 

The cross section for non~Coulomb nuclear scattering is calculated 

to be 1.84 x lo-26
11 for meson energy 2 x 108 ev., This is 25 times the 

experimental value of Shutt and Code» which may be low because of higher 

energy mesons vVhich marked the effect of lower energy mesons. 

Studies of scattering in 2 em and 4 em of lead showed an average 

angle of scattering about 50 percent of the value expected from.Williams' 

ft law., A Gaussian distribution of number of particles with angle of 

scattering is obtainedo 

SKOBELTSIN 9 D.g Basic Results of the Pamirs Expedition on Cosmic Rays. Bull .. 

Acado Scio~ USSR.~~ Phys. Ser .. ~~ 250o (In Russian.) 

Production of heavy mesons at 3860 m~ 

STEI~~URER 9 R.: Investigation of the Mass of Mesons. Naturwis~ ~~ 54. 

(In German.) 

Studies of tracks in cloud chambers indicate that one must postulate 

two meson masses, about 100 and 200 me• 

TONGIO"RGI 9 V.: On the Knock-on Electrons Produced by Mesons.. Nuovo Cim. ~~ 

342. (In Italian.) 

Angular spread of electrons knocked on by mesons in Pb, Fe~ Alo 

Influence of scattering of electrons discussed. 

WICK, G. c. g On the Absorption of Fast Mesonso Ric .. Sci .. g, 858.. (In Italian.) 

Betl(.e and Fermi formulae for energy loss per em of path in an 

··' ,, 
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absorber are discussed~ and using data for ionizing potentials obtained 

from a-particle absorption, the energy loss of mesons in air, water 6 and 

lead are calculated1 and the results shown in nomograms. 

WICK, G. Cog On the Retardation of Fast Particles. Nuovo Cimo .!_9 302. (In 

Italiano) 

Theory of density effect on stopping power. Range energy relations 

for mesons in Fe» CD H20 9 Pb and air given in nomogram formo 

1947 

ALICHA.l!ITAN, A. 9 ALICHAN0\79 A, D and WEISSENBERG.s A.: On the Existence of Par-

ticles with a 1fuss Intermediate Between Those of Mesotron and Protono 

Jo Phys., USSR. 11 9 97. 

Ten percent of cosmic ray particles of momentum ) 180 Mev/c fail ....... 

to penetrate 5.4 em Pb. Reasons are given why these are not protonso 

Disintegration Product' of the Mesotron. Phys. Rev. ~9 724. 

Photograph of a positive meson decaying to a positron, and inter-

pretationso 

BERNARDINI, G.g Meson Decay and Secondary Electronso Rep. Internato Confo 

"Fundamental Particles" (1946). Phys., Soco 9 Lond. lJ) 56. 

Observations on magn?tically separated positive and negative~ 

mesons in iron indicate that only the positive mesons show decayb 

CALLISEN, F. Io: The Development and Application of New Techniques in Meson 

Research. :z. Natur forsch., ~.f) 686. (In German.) 

Technical developments in the study of mesons are summarized under 

the headings g 
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Io Methods of Measurement 

Counters~ cloud chamber, photographic emulsion, 
A 

Cerenkov counters., 

ITo Evaluation of Results 

Ionization by charged particles, absorption of mesons, 

errors in mass determination due to multiple scattering, 

interpretation of tracks in emulsions., 

CHAKRABARTY 9 So K., g Generation of Mesons and Its Dependence on Meson Spino 

Bulla Calcutta Matho Soc., ~9 166o 

Cross sections of various processes obtained for transverse and 

pseudoscalar mesons., Calculation of energy spectrum of mesons as a 

function of energy of the producing protons. 

Proper lifetime 1' (from data by Wilson) 

CLAY, J.: The Production of Secondary Electrons by Collision of Mesons in 

Air and in Irono Physica 9 Y s Grav., g» 433o 

Production of hie;h energy electrons by meson calli sian., -

CONVERSI~ Mo » PANCINI, E.,~ and PICCIOIU, 0.: Disintegration of Negative 

Mesons" Phy~., Rev o 71 11 209 o 

In iron, few negative mesons decay because the chance .of nuclear 

capture is so large . ., In carbon9 both + and - mesons decay., 

CORRELL 9 ·· M~: Positive Excess of Slow Mesotrons at an Altitude of 3.,5 lcm., . . 

Physo Rev., ~' 1054., 

· 47.,2 percent +and 52.;8 percent - IIJlesons observed in energy range 

00 6 x 108 to 1.,7 x 108 ev., Precision 5o6 percent., 

DALLAPORTA, N.: Semi-classical Theory of Multiple Processes., R. C. Accad., 

Naz., Lincei 0 !D 783., (In Italian.,) 

The cross section for emission of several mesons in a collision 
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between nucleons is calculated using the Williams-Weiszacker model and 

longitudinal vector mesonso The results 9 valid for incident nucleons of 

high energy and emitted mesons of low energy, indicate that the cross 

section decreases slowly with increase in the number of emitted mesons., 
-' 

DELLA CORTE 11 M. 9 FAZ'ZINI, To,and FRANCHETTI 11 S.z The Meson .Spectrum Near ,Sea 

Level. Nature 159 11 845o 

Meson mean life calculated to be 1.,69 ~sec. 

EVANS, Go R. and GRIFFITHS, T •. C., z Slow Cosmic 'Ray Mesons at Sea Level., 

,Nature 159 11 879., . 

Tracks of mesons and protons 11 and stars in emulsions., Meson masses 

measured 11 values, 200 and 250 + 50 e.m., 

FER~I, E., TELLER, E., and WEISSKOPF, V.: Decay of Negative Mesons in Matter., 

Physo Rev. ~~~ 314o 

If Conversi, Pancini 11 and Piccioni data (Phys., Rev., .zl1 209) are 

mr.rect, meson-nucleus interactions are smaller than formerly assumed, 

and energies much higher than threshold energies vnll be required for 

production of mesons by proton or photon bombardment. 

FERMI, Eo and TELL.ER, E.: The Capture of Negative Mesotrons in Matter. 

Phys., Rev. 2!11 399. 

Theory of energy loss~ scattering by electrons and capture by 

nuclei of negative mesons. 

FERRETTI, B.: The Absorption of Slow Mesons by an Atamic Nucleus. Rep. 

,_ 
... Internat. Conf .. "Fundamental Particles" (1946 )., Phys., Soc., Lond., .!_, 75. 

Selection rules for the absorption of mesons by deuterons. 

FERRETTI, B.: On the Hypothetical Short=lived Meson. Nuovo Cim., ~~ 307. 

(In Italian.,) 

By studying the cosmic ray electron spectrum at sea level the 
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author failed to find evidence for the existence of mesons of half life 

10~8 seconds» which in decaying would yield high energy electrons. 
~- . -- -

FESH:BA.CH 9 Ho and SCHIFF~ L .. L~ Thresholds for Creation of Particles,. Phys. 

Revo ]!9 _254o 

Formula for bombardment energy required for particle production as 

a function of the produced massg and the nuclear species of the targeto 

FINKLESTEINa Ro J o ~ The ~ Instability of Mesonso Physo Revo ]!:> 415 .. 

The decay schemes (a) Mo ----? 't 1 + ~ 2 a 

(d) Ml:!:. ---...:; M
0
± + D.' 

(b) Ml -----7 ol + 0'2 + o 3 

D (M ~ a pseudoscalar 9 0. 

M1 ,~ a vector meson) are investigatedo If the coupling constant; and meson 

masses of the Swinger mixture are used~ the 

f"l'o.,c _ 2 =11 ,..,._c -18 d 
- X 10 Seco~ c: 10 SeCo 9 an 

b c 

lifetimes are La = lo-16 seco, 

't d = 4<>8 X lo-18 seco All 

cases except (b) the calculation leads to logarithmically divergent 

integral so 

FOLDY~ L .. Lo ~ On the Meson Theory of Nuclear Forces.. Physo Revo 72~ 125o 

Satisfactory agreement of theory with experiment requires a meson 

mass "V 300 eomo 

FRANK, F .. Co: Hypothetical Alternative Energy Sources for the Second Meson 

Even to Nature- ~~ 52 5o 

Justifying the explanation of Lattes:> et alo (Nature 160» 453) of 

meson ,to electron decayo 

Discussion of meson in hydrogen like orbit around a protono 

GEHEIHAN~- J o ~ Changes in th~ Spin and Proper Mass of a Meson. · Bullo Acad .. 

Belgao Clo Scio 33 ( Ser,. 5) il 268o (In Frencho) 

Cross sections for transformation of vector mesons to pseudoscalar 

mesonso 
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GETTING, I. A.: Proposed Detector for High Energy Electrons and Mesons. 

A design for collL'llating Cerenk:ov radiation of a meson, and 

directing this light onto a photomultiplier. 
,.., 

GIAO~ A.: On the Proper Mass of the Meson. C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris~ ~~ 

1275. (In French.) 

Masses of neutrons, protons and mesons can be obtained by a theory 

that they are formed in a contracting universe by the association of 

+ and - electrons. 

HORNING, W. and WEINSTEIN, M .• : Meson Production. Phys. Rev. 23_, 251. 

The McMillan-Teller expression (P. R. ].!, 1) is not valid near 

·threshold. The problem is studied by a perturbation calculation 

near threshold. 

HUGHES 1 D. J.: The Mass of the Mesotron as Determined by Cosmic Ray 

Measurements. Phys. Rev. 71, 387. 

Review of all previously published mass values and their errors. 

Most of Hughes masses are reconcilable with a: single mass ,......- 200 e.m. 

A small fraction have significantly different masses. 

JANOSSY, L.: Investigation into the Production of Mesons. Rep. Internat. 

Conf o "Fundamental Particles." Phys. Soc. Land., .!,D 36. 

Data from penetrating showers of cosmic rays are interpreted as 

showing that mesDns are produced in groups by fast nucleons., 

JANOSSY, L. and NICOLSON, P.: Meson Formation and the Geomagnetic Efl'ects. 

Proc. Roy. Soc. A~ i92~ 99. 

Most cosmic ray mesons must arise from protons and be produced 

about nine at a time. 
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LATTES .. C. M. G. 9 MUIRHEAD~ ILa OCCHI.ALINI 9 G" P. S.» and POWELL.? c. F.g 

Processes Involving Charged Mesons. N.ature ~o 694 • 

. Two examples of meson decay in emulsions. , Both p. m~sons had same 

energy9 and masses 60 e.m. less than TF :tllesons. Examples found of mesons 

produced in the emulsion. Grain counting and total energy release in 

disintegration are compared as mass determination methods. Minimum mass 

value determinedD 240 e.m. 

LATTES 9 C. M. G. 9 OCCHIALINI 9 G. P. S. 3 and POWELl.» C. F. g Observations on 

the Tracks of Slow Mesons in Photographic Emulsions. 

L Existence .of Mesons of Different Mass (Nature .160 9 453.) 

Boron-loaded Nuclear Research plates exposed at 5 9 500 m show 40 

examples of production of~ mesons. Eleven ~~s ended in emulsion 9 all 

had same range. The 1T/~·mass ratio rv2 9 hence the momentum balancing 

particle also emitted must have mass ,........., ~ mass. 

II. Origin of Slow Mesons (Nature !.§.2.o 486.) 

Photomicrographs show slow meson arising from stars 9 causing more 

stars. These are called d' mesons 9 and are assumed to have - charge. 

They are believed to be similar 9 except in sign to ~ mesons • 

. 6 ~11 
Half lives of. rr+ and 1T- are in range 10- - 10 sec • 

., 
h~ERITIER 9 ~~ PEYROU, Cos and LAGARRIGUE 9 A.g On the Mass of Particles in 

the Penetrating Component of Cosmic Rays. C. R. Acad. Sci. 9 Pariss 

225 9 1304. . 

Mome.ntum data are best explained in terms of 2 masseso 

and 300 IDeo 

,;.....200m 
·e 

M¢LLER» C.g The Possible Existence of Mass Spectra of Fundamental Particles. 

Rep. Internat. Conf. "Fundamental Particles 9
11 (1946). Phys. Soc. Lond., 

1.9 184 (1948). 
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A. mass spectrum0 predicted by a 5 dimensional meson theory is 

discussed in relation to data on decay constants and masses of par-

ticles in hard cosmic raysG 

MARSHAK 9 R. E. and BETHE$ H. A.: On the Two Meson HypothesisG Phys., Rev., ]!1 506. 

Existenc~ of heavy0 strongly interacting mesons which decay to light, 

weakly interacting mesons is postulated., Possible masses and lifetimes 

are discussed. 

McMILLAN» W. G. and TELLER, E.g On the Production of Mesotrons by Nuclear 

Bombardment., Phys., Revo 1!» 1. 

Theoretically expected threshold energies 9 cross sections, and 

their energy dependence" 

Threshold incident energy (based on Fermi degenerate gas) is 95 Mev, 

and is higher for positive than negative mesons., Cross section for 

single meson production varies with fractional excess energy as E3~5' 

energy dependence for positives and negatives differ at low energies~ 

because of non-zero initial kinetic energy of the positive meson~ 

OCCillALINI, G. P. S. and PO\'VELL C. F. g Multiple Disintegration frocesses 

Produced by Cosmic RaysG Nature ~9 93o 

Discussion of 300 stars found in emulsions exposed to cosmic rays~ 

Special emphasis on hammer tracks. 

OCCHIALHJT 9 G~ P. S. 9 Pm\I'ELL, C. F.~ nuclear Disintegrations Produced by 

' Slow Charged Particles of Small Mass. Nature ~o 186. 

Photomicrographs of five stars found in emulsions exposed to cosmic 

rays 9 caused by negative mesons 9 whose masses were measured by ·cha..'1.ge 

of grain density 9 and by variation of frequency of Coulomb scattering 

along trackso 2 masses found~ 100-230 and 350 + 100 e.m. 
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Pb"'IERLS» R., E.,~ What Experiments Are Needed in Fundamental Physics., Proco 

Phys., Soc., Londo ~» 412., 

Discusses need for experiments to determine the properties of 

mesons9 ioeos lifetimes relation to nuclear forces~ and~ processes9 

classification of atomic energy levelso Discussion of available tech-

niques for these studieso 

PERKINS» D., H.,~ Nuclear Disintegration by Meson Capture 0 Nature ~» 126o 

A star found in emulsion exposed to cosmic rays is believed to be 

initiated by a slow meson& On the basis of possible disintegration 

schemes of the nucleus 9 the meson mass is estimated to be between 120 me 

and 200 me& 

PEYROU.l> Cog On the Hypothesis of Two Types of :Mesons and the Indirect Deter.,;. 

mination of Their Mean Lifeo Co R. Acado scio 9 Parisi> 225.v 1065., (In French.) 

The intensity of cosmic ray mesons as a function of altitude has been 

interpr~ted as indicating a single type of meson of mean life 

't/mc2 = 3 x 10~14 see.,-1/evo An alternate explanation is that one type 

of meson.!) of mean life '1:' /mc2 = lo5 x lo-14 decays into a second£> with 

1;jmc2 = 2 x 10~14 " 

POl'ITEC_ORV0 9 B.: Nuclear Capture of Mesons and the Meson Decay., Physo Rev., 

72!) 246., 

To obtain agreement between meson theory and experiment the following 

assumptions are suggested~ 

a., ~ decay is explained by the Fermi process without mesons 

b., Meson spin is .1/2 h/21i o 

c., Meson disintegration yields 1 electron + 1 photon or 2 

neutrinos., 

do Nuclear absorption of a meson is acco~panied by neutrino 

-.... 
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emissiono 

eo Meson production is more probable _in pairso 

RAMSEY 1 W. Hog On the Scattering of Fast Neutrons by Protons. Proco Royo 

Scattering of fast neutrons by protons is calculated using the 

M~ller=Rosenfeld meson theory of nuclear forces. The experimental results 

of Occhialini and Powell are compared with the predicted angular distri-

bution of the scattered particleso A mass value of 215 me is deduced 

for the meson. The total scattering cross section predicted agrees with 

experimental resultso 

RAMSEY.9 W. H. g On the Scattering of Protons by Protonso Proco Roy. Soco !' 

~D 228o 

Proton proton scattering is studied using the M~ller-Rosenfeld 

meson theory of nuclear forceso The theoretical predictions best fit 

experimental results if the meson mass is•assumed to be 270 meo 

ROCHESTERg D. G. and BDTLE..19 C. C.: Evidence for the Existence of New Unstable 

Elementary Particles. Nature ~» 855. 

Two cloud chamber photographs showing (a) an uncharged elementary 

particle of mass 770 me = 1600 me transforming into lighter charged 

p~rticles 9 and (b) a charged particle of mass 980 me>m>proton massp 

which decayed into 2 light particl.es·9 qne charged9 one neutral. Decay 

constant of particles - 8 "'5 X lQ~., S6Co 

ROCHESTER 9 G. D. 8 BUTLER.9 C. C. and RUNCORN9 S. K.g An Example of Meson 

Production in Lead. Nature 159~ 227. 

Cloud chamber photograph of a slow negative meson of momentum 

2o2 X 107 ev/co 
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SCHEIN 9 M, and STEINBERGER 9 J o ~ On the Production of Cosmic Ray Mesotrons by 

Proimary Protonso Physo Revo J!:..!J 134o 

It is deduced that mesons are produced at a height where the pressure 

is 2 em Hg and an average of 5 mesons are produced per proton collisiono 

SIGURGEIRSSON, To and 'YflJIJAKAWA 9 Ao ~ Decay of Mesons Stopped in Light Material so 

Physo Revo ~9 319o 

Meson capture cross sections decrease vnth increasing atomic number 

of absorbero Values disagree with theoretical predictiono 

TANIKAWA 5, Yo g On the Cosmic~Ray Meson and the Nuclear Mesono Progro Theoro 

Phys o ~9 220o 

The decay of a vector nuclear force meson to a scalar cosmic rS:y 

meson with lifetime 10=8 seco is shown to lead to interactions of nuc-

leans with ~=mesons by means of virtual transformations to nuclear force 

mesons 9 of a magnitude in agreement with experimental evidence of negative 

~-meson captureo 

TANIKAWA 9 Yo g On the Decay of the Charged Mesono · Progr o The oro Phys o ~9 31 o 

From a study of' the decay times of charged mesons using radiation 

damping it is concluded that only pseudoscalar mesons of lifetime 

~lo=6 seco can be observed in cosmic rayso 

TAliTKAVYA 0 Yo: On the Lifetime of the Neutral Mesono Progro Theoro Physo ~.9 3lo 

~ressions are given for the lifetime of a'pseudoscalar meson 

decaying to 2 photons and a vector meson decaying into 3o Numerical 

values are 10=24 and 10=21 seco respectivelyo 

TOMONAGA" So g Some Considerations about the Production of Meson .$hewers in 

Mattero Progro Theoro Physo ~D 90o 

The bearing of multiple meson production» as described by Heitler 

theory on observations of bursts and penetrating showers of cosmic rays 

is discussedo 
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URBAN 9 · P'~ ~ On the Creation and Annihilation of Mesons by Interaction with 

Matter., Acta~ Physo Austria~a l~> 55., (I~ German.,) 

Cross section for creation of vector mesons recalculated by per-

turbation theory., " 
i. 

URBAN, Po~ On the Production of Mesons by Light Quanta with a Scalar Theory. 
-

Acta Phy~., Austriaca !g 167o (In German.,) 

/ . 
Calculation of total cross section for production of scalar mesons 

as a function o~ the energy of the incident quantum., 

VALLEY9 Go E,g The Radioactive Decay of Slow Positive and Negative Mesonso 

Physo Rev., 72 9 772., 

Study of decay in carbon 9 stainless steel» brass 9 water and beryllium., 

In steel and brass~ only positive mesons decayed., In C9 Be 9 H2o: both 

positive and negative mesons decay., Very few 9 if anyj negative mesons 

un:ciergo nuclear cav~ure ~in C9 Bel) H2o., Mass of decaying mesons ~ 200 me., 
' . . 

VERDE 9 Mog On the o Decay of the Meson., Ric., Scio Recostruz~ ~9 203lo 

(In Italiano) 

Probability for transition from vector to pseudoscalar meson 9 

"T'r' • -8 by 0'· emission is calculatedo If ,, has hfe ........,10 sec., 9 the 

coupling of one of the meson fields vdth nucleons must be weak., 

WEISSKOPF8 Vo F.,~ On the Production Process of Mesons., Physo Rev., 72 9 510o 

To explain the difference in cross sections observed for production 

and capture of mesons 9 he assumes that there is an intermediate stage in 

the production process, so that production and absorption are not 

reciprocal., /--
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1948 

ADDARI09 Mo and COCCONI 9 Gog On the Production of Mesons in the Lower Atmos

phere., Nuovo Cim., _!9 212o (In :i:talia.ne) 

Number of mesons produced is inv~rsely proportional to z2
o where 

Z is the atomic number of the absorbero 

B!LLARI0 9 Coo BENINI 9 Mo 9 and CALAMAI 9 Gog On the Positive Excess of the Meson 

Component at Sea Lev~l under Dif'fere~t Zenithal ,Angleso Physo Revo 74 9 1729o 

Th.e positive excess of cosmic ray particles at sea level decreases 

with increasing zenith angleo It is suggested that the positive excess 

is energy sensitive 9 decreasing with increasing initial energy of the 

mesons.., and that the multiplicity of meson formation increases vnth 

primary energyo 

BAL:LARro.~~ Co 9 BENINI 9 Mo and CALAMAI 9 Gog Positive Excess of the Meson Com~ 

pon€mt at Sea Level at Varying Zenithal Heights., Nuovo Ci.,~9 187 o (In 

Italian.,) 

Measurements made in both+ and- mesons at various zenithal heightso 

Effects showing percentages of positive and negative mesons of low energy 

have been calculatedo If a positive excess of 20 percent.., uniformly 

distributed in the energy spectrum is supposed 9 comparison of experi

mental results and calculations indicates that the excess decreases with 

increasing creation energy., To explain the experimental results for a 

zenithal height of 60° 9 a 6 percent positive excess.., if uniformly distri

buted must be assumedo The experimental results seem to show that the 

frequency of creation by protons must increase with creation energy.? or 

thAt there is a considerable creation process by a non-ionizing radiation., 
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BARBOURs I. G. g On the Use of Nuclear Plates in a Magnetic Field., Physo 

Revo 74 0 507 0 -----
An ordinary microscope is used to study emulsions on both sides of 

50 = 150 p. glass plates or acetate film support. Several curvature 

measurements can be made on the same particle by stacking several such 

. plates with 2000 ·11 air gaps betweeno Measurements of magnetic deflection 

and matching of the superposition of plates 
/ 

is done with a projection 

microscopeo 
. ., 

BARNOTHY 9 J •. ~ Mesons of Different Masseso Nature ~v 68lo 

Electrons. and protons may exist in unstable mesostateso There is 

one electron mesostate and 82 proton mesostateso The properties of the 

first nine proton states are tabulated and tentative assignments of 

recently discovered particles are made. 

BARlJOTHYa J o and FORRO~ M. g Neutral Decay Products of Cosmic Radiation at 

Great Depth. Physo Revo 74, l300o 

The absorption C'~rve of cosmic rays was measured at a depth of 

1000 mo (water equivalent)o The data suggest that the radiation at this 

depth is formed at the decay of mesons in the atmosphere. Neutrini or 

neutral mesons may account for the findings. 

BATESa W. J. and OCCHIALINI, G. Po So~ Applications of the ~eflecting Micro

scope to the Nuclear Plates Tecbniquee Nature ~D 473. 

A reflecting microscope enables emulsions to be examined through 

the backing plate» or allows study of tracks which traverse emulsions 

of two plates face to faceo 

BERNARDINI» G. s CORTINI s G.~ and MANFREDINI, M.: On the Absorption of Nuc= 

leonic Component in Cosmic Rays. Physo Rev. 74 D 1878o 

The absorption thic1mess of the star producinG radiation measured 
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in air/) Al and Pb gave cross sections of the order qf' 1/2 to 1/3 the 

geometric cross section of the nucleusc The variation of star producing 

radiation in th~ atmosphere ~as compared ~ith the intensity of production 

of mesonso In the low atmosphere~ meson formation increases less rapidly 

with altitude than the star producing radiation~ but at heights 20 km» 

the reverse occurso It is concluded that the numbers of mesons formed 

increases strongly with decreasing meson energyo 

BHABHA, H o J o and DANIEL 9 Ro Ro : Meson Scattering with Nuclear Exci tationo 

Nature 161 0 883o 

A track in emulsion is interpreted to be a me~on which scattered8 

e:x:ci ting the scattering nucleus !I although the probability of this being 

a decay is not e:x:cludedo 

BRA.DT 9 Ho Lo~ Why Are We Studying Cosmic Rays? Experientia ~,ll 4lo 

Sumrnar'Y of cosmic ray work~> with bibliographyo 

on .'Slow Mesons of the Cosmic Radiai;.i-ono Nature ~» 433o 

Near the ground~ in addition to the downward fl u:x: of p. mesons~ 

an upward stream of about 1/2 the downward intensity is observed» in~ 

eluding + and = IT mesonso Comparing the number of 11 mesons with the 

. . . =9 
number of 1T mesons in the upward stream yields a value of 6 x 10 seca 

for the life of the ir mesono Less than 15 percent of the negative !,J. 

mesons stopped in the emulsion produce observable stars 9 nor are decay 

electrqns observedo ThiS, may indicate that the capture of the meson 

leads to emission of a. neutron and a neutrettoo 

CARR~ To Do. ,f) StHEIN 9 Mo ~ and BA..l{BOUR» Io g Cosmic Ray Investigations on Mount 

McKinleyo Physo Revo 73 0 ~419o 

Comparison of calculated meson spectrum at 14»250 fto based on 
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spectrum at 18~>100 ft 09 with experimental spectrum indicates that mesons 

of less than 400 Mev are produced in air between 14 9 250 and 18~>100 fte 
.. - .... 

cA2:IN"' M.o ~ The Relation Between Meson Jl:!Iasseso C •. R. Acad. Sci., Paris, 226, 
I 
/ 

880o (In Frenchj.J 

Following the suggestion of the preceding papar» calculations show 

that two mesons can be involved in general nuclear interactions. I'f their 

mass ratio is 1.8 their masses are 320 and 176 me 9 if ratio is 1.65» masses 

are 312 and 190 meo 

CHEW 9 G. F. g Production of Cosmic Ray Mesons. Phys. Rev., ~~ 1128., 

Derivation of the observed meson spectrum in cosmic rays» assuming 

they are decay products (lo-7 
= 10~8 seco lifetime) of 1T meso~s formed in 

nucleon-nucleon collision 9 average multiplicity of formation ~ 5. 

CLEl~EHTEL, E. and PUPPI"' G.g On the Absorption of Negative Mesons. Nuovo 

Cimo 59 505. (In Italiano) 

. The hypothesis that a 1-1= meson absorbs a neutretto s transforming 

itself to a 1T- meson befor~ being absorbed by a nucleus p leads to the 

c6rrect order of magnitude for the half life of the capture processo 

CLEMENTEL, E. ~nd DALLAPOR~A"' No: A Tentative Semi-Classical Theory of Multiple 

Processes'o Nuovo Cimo "'~' 235., (In Italiano) 

In the theory for meson creation in p-p collisions 9 the probability 
.. 

of emission greater than 1 is interpreted as multiple emission. A 

formalism is presented for computing the cross section for any multi= 

plicity. The energy distribution of the mesons emitted is discussed" 

The relative order of magnitude of this type of process is compa~ed with 

that of an ordinary high order processo The cross sec~ions for low multi-

plici ties are calculated numerically. They are much lower than Hei tler 

' 
cross sections» and are of the right order of magnitudeo 
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CL~mNTEL9 Eo and DALLAPORTAa No& On Multiple Processes in the Hard Component 

of the Cosmic Radiation., Nuovo Cim., 5 9 298o (In Italian.,) 

The cross sections calculated previously for multiple processes are 

appAied tq the proton and meson components of cosmic rays., The value ob

tained for the penetration coefficient of the proton component and the 

variation of proton component with height agree better with experimental 

data than the r'esults of the Heitler theory9 which overlooks the possibility 

of' mul tipl~ emission of meso11s _in _pro~on-pr?ton collisiono 

CLEMENTEL .• Eo and PUPPI ~ Go: On the Positive Excess in Cosmic Radiation., 

Nuovo Cimo 5 9 529o (In Italian.,) 

The positive excess in cosmic radiation is considered in terms of a 

primary proton component, which produces multiple meson emission 9 and of 

the contribution due to the asymmetry between positive and negative mesons 

depending on the influence of the Coulomb field of the parent nucleus on 

the' diffused mesonso 

CORENALDESI., Eo g O-n the DiBintegration of a Meson in a Bound State., Nuovo 

Cimo _!9 13lo (In Italiano) 

Theoretical study of the spectra of electrons emitted in the decay of 

a meson in an atomic K-shell., Width of the spectral line is ah increasing 

function of atomic number Zo 

CORTINI 9 Go-:~ MANFREDINI 9 Ao 9 and PERSANO .. Ao: On the Local Generation of Slow 

Mesonso Nuovo Cim., ~9 507o (In Italiano) 

The ratio of the number of mesons stopped in emulsion to the number 

of stars' in the same volumes increases by a factor 3 between 2 9 800 m and <J 

23 0 000 ~o It is suggested that spectrum of mesons locally produced by 

the primary component shows a strong maximum at low energies - in accord 

with the hypothesis of multiple production of mesons in collisions betwe.en 

nucleonso 
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.. 
CUER9 Po 9 MORAND 9 Mo 9 and MOUCHARAFYEH~ Ho: The Production of True Mesons 

'·· 
in Cosmic Events Observed by Means of a Sensitive Emulsiono Co Ro Acado 

Scio 9 Paris 9 226 0 2066., (In Frencho) 

From observations on large and small star disintegrations 9 and their 

frequency relative to each other and to slow meson production 9 it is con-

eluded that multiple production of mesons by a very fast nucleon striking 

a heavy nucleus is unlikely" One might be able to correlate the obser-

vations by supposing total excitation of the nucleus to be a likely pro-

cessp following which meson production competes with star disintegrationo 

D'ESPAGNAT 9 Bo: On the Mean Life of Tr =Mesons and the Capture of p.-Mesons 

by Nucleio Co Ro Acado Scioo Paris 9 ~0 .l343o (In Frencho) 

Assuming the meson decay 1T-? p. + '1/ 9 where '1.) is a light particle 

of spin 1/2 9 the ratio of the mean lives of iT -meson against decay 9 and 

~-mesons against capture by nuclei are calculatedo For Z = 11 9 the ratio 

,_ 10-2 and it increases with :Zo 

DESTOUCHES 9 J a La: Relation Betv.reen the Masses of Mesonso 1kture 162» 45lo 

Considerations are outlined which are consistent with the existence 

Of mesonS of maSS ~200D ~30QD and rvgQQ meo 

DESTOUCHES-FEVRIER9 P.,: Nuclear Forces and the Principle of Respective 

Coordinate Systems" Co Ro Acad., Scio 9 Paris~ 226 0 878o -·(InFrencho)-

To any meson involved in nuclear forces there is a characteristic 

energy associated with the nucleon9 and it is suggested that different 

mesons gi·ving the same characteristic energy may b-3 involved simul-

taneously in the interaction., 

EPSTEIN» So T02 FINKELSTEIN 9 Ro Joo and OPPENHEIMER 9 Jo Ro: Note on Stimulated 

Decay of Negative Mesonso Phys., Rev., '}]_o 1140., 

Theories in Which decay is accelerated by electrostatic fieldso 
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These always give ra.dia.ti ve decay for free mesons o The competi t~on of 

radiation less decay of negative mesons increases with z5o nExperimental 

evidence probably disproves theories of this kind"" 

FERRETTI 9 Bog On the Absorption of-Artificially Produced Mesonso Nuovo Cimo 

~9 209o (In· Italiano) 

Calculation of the relative probability of the different modes of 

disintegration of heavy nuclei (Ag Br) by mesons using evaporation Theory 

shows that the ~heory is in rough agreement with the observations of 

Gardner and Latteso 

FERRETTI 9 Bo:: On the Atomic Capture of Slow Mesonso Nuovo Cim., 5 9 325" (In 

Italiano) 

Calculations for the time of capture of slow negative mesons by 

atoms were made to compare with the results of delayed coincidence ex~ 

perimentso Qualitative agreement with the results of Fermi and Teller 

1ms obtained~> starting from different hypothe.seso 

F01VLER9 E. Co, COOL 9 Ro Laa and STREET, J. C.g Example of the Beta Decay of 

the Light Meson., Physo Revo ~9 lOlo 

Photograph of decay of a. meson of mass 200 me to an electron~> with 

energy 1~-~ 3 Mevo 

" . FURTH 9 Rog Masses of Mesonso Nature ~9 772o 

Assuming F{irth ~_s principle of "elementary indeterminancy" the mass 

ratio of proton to IT meson D))m'rf = 2 Tr f) m = 293o 
'li -

It is suggested 

the 1'14-1- decay is the ~palogue of the Compton effectf) the 1T meson 

colliding with a nucleon., This. gives m1T/~ = 1 + 1/'tT = lo32o This 

Can be applied alSO to~ meSonS 9 giving meSOUS Of eVen smaller m8.SSo 
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GARDNER~ E. and LATTES 9 C. M·. G. g Production of Mesons by the 184~Inch Berkeley 

Cyclotron, Science 107.~> 270o 

Meson tracks were found in photographic emulsions expose.d near C 

and other targets bombarded by 380 Mev a.~·rays. "'-./2/3 of the tracks end in 

stars" Meson intensity rv 108 x. that available in cosmic rays. Mass 

rv 313 .:!:. 16 me" Yield is much less at 300 Mevo Up to 195 Mev was available 

for particle productiono 

GOLDSCEMIDT ~·CLERMONT 9 Y. }) KIIm ~ D. T. ~ MUIRHEAD» H. ~ and RITSON s D. M., : Deter-

mination of the Masses of Charged Particles Observed in the Photographic 

Plate" Proco Physo Soc. Land. ~~ 183" 

40 protons 9 160 mesons in emulsions studied to d_etermine masses. 

The spread of masses is large 9 but most mesons can be identified as ~» of 

rv 200 meo The 6 mesons contain a large proportion of mesons of mass 

of 1T Vso 

GOUDSti:ITs s. A. and SCOTT~ W. T. ~ Proposed Method for Measuring Scattering of 

Particle Tracks. Phyf. Rev. 2!$ 1537. 

A scattering formula is derived which depends only on the total 

length of the curved track.and· the distance betvveen the ends of the tracko 

The length of the track_can be measured by means of a map measurer. 

GREISIDJ~ K. I.~ On Heavy Mesons and the Cosmic Rays Far Undergound. Physo 

Revo 22.,s 521., 

Normal mesons formed by decay of meson of mass 330 me.., 't' "-' 6 x 10-8 

seco 

GREISEN9 Ko L.~ On the Neutral Mesons in Cosmic Rayso Physn Revo ~.., 52lo 

Postulates the formation-of neutral mesons 9 by nucleon or heavy 

meson bombardment.> these mesons decay with very short half life into two 

photonso 
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GRTGOREV 9 V o I.,. g Theory of Scattering [or Meso~s] 9 Allowing for Damping., 

J" Expo Theoro Physo USSR/) 2!,D 937 o (in Russi, ano) 

An exact solution is given for 'the scattering of mesons by free 

nucleons 9 allowing for dampingo 

GROETZINGER 9 Go and McCLURE» Go Wo g Production of Neutrons by the Capture of 

Cosmic Ray M~sons at Sea Levelo_ Physo Revo 74 D 34lo 

A co1xnter telescope with magnetized diffl~cting plates operates a 

bank of neutron counters 9 the data obtained suggest that about 2 neutrons 

are produced per negative meson captured in leado 

HAYAKAWAD Sog Cosmic Rays Undergroundo Progro Theoro Physo ~D 199o 

The change in exponent of the absorption of cosmic rays at a depth 

of 400 m HzO equivalent 9 is considered as a result of the range of 11" 

to \-1. decay o 

is 5 x 10=8 

From this it is estimated that the lifetime of the ii meson 

seco 

HEIDMAID~~ Jo and LE PRINC~RINGUET 9 Lo~ On Nuclear Disintegrations Produced 

by Mesonso Co Ro Acado SoL 9 Paris 9 2.~» 1716o (In Frencho) 

Vfhen a light nucleus in a photographic emulsion captures a mesons 

the kinetic + binding energy liberated in the resulting star averages 

a.bout 25 :Mevo Using an evaporation model it is d_educed that the dis

integrating nucleus is excited to """60 Mev 9 with a temperature of 

~6 Mev 9 which suggests that most of the meson mass is set free in an 

unobserved way 9 such as kinetic energy of a single nucleon ;vi th velocity 

too great to produce a _:visible tracko 

HINCKS 9 Eo Po andPONTECDRV0 9 Bog Search for Gamma Radiation in the 2o2 

Microsecond Meson Decay Processo Phys, Rev, 73D 257 o 

No 1f'=ray was found accompanying meson decay, 
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HINCKS, E. Po and PONTECORVO, B.~ On the Stability of the Neutral Meson.. Phys .. -

Decay of neutral mesons to tWo photons (Lattes, Obs. 2237, '47) has 

been tested with coincidence detectors .. 
1 

The lifetime of a neutral ~eson 

so decaying must be ) lo-10 sec., 
.,, 

HOCKER, K-H.: Protons as Cosmic Ray Primaries.. z .. Phys .. 124, 351, 392. (In 

German .. ) 

I.' Cross section and energy transfer of meson forming collisions, 

cross section = 2 .. 2 x lo-26 cm2, rv 1/4 total energy, goes into the meson field .. 

II., Sec. I i·s modified because of data by Schein. He now assumes 

the formation of neutrettos whichcan decay to neutrino pairs, -or produce 

mesons by collision. The existence of ir mesons and their bearing on 

this theory is discussed., 

HOGREBE, K.: On the Existence ,of Two Values of the Meson Mass., z .. Naturforsch. 

~~ 61 .. (In_German .. ) 

Meson masses reported by Fretter (Phys. Rev., !2.g 625) and Hughes, 

~hys .. Rev .. 71, 387), when appr~priately weighted, fall into groups cor

responding to 2 mass values 9 171 me and 237 me• The relationship of 

mesons of these masses to the 1T '11 meson succession is considered., 

HOROWITZ, J. J., KOFOED-HANSEN, 0. s and LINDHARD, J.: On the ~ Decay of 

Mesons.. Phys .. Rev .. 74, 713. 

The process tJ. ~ ~ + V" + (neutral particle') is considered for 
0 

cosmic ray mesons, and calculations are compared with experimental data 

on mesons .. 

KISSINGER, C. W .. and COOPER, D.: Mean Life of the Negative Mesons in Carbon., 

Phys., Rev., 74.., 349 .. 

A magnetic lens separates positive and negative mesons, whose mean 
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lives in carbon are then measured., Decay of 71 positive and 62 negative 

mesons yielded values of L= 2.,16 and 2o25.! 0.,20 microseconds respec

tively., Measurements in NaF and- Al predict a 6 percent difference in the 

half liveso 

KLEIN 9 Oog Mesons and Nucleons., Nature 161 9 897o 

Hypothesis that l.l. mesons and neutral p. mesons interact by means of 

a Yukawa field., The particles of this interaction he calb electrophotonso 

Same- () mesons may be of this kind., 1T and heavier mesons are metastable 

systems of mesons held together by this interaction., Maybe neutrons and 

protons are similar systems., 

KOPPE 9 Hog The Meson Output from the Bombardment of tight Nuclei with a-
-

Particles., Zo Naturforscho ~9 25lo (In German~) 

The probability of emission of a meson following the capture of a 

400 Mev a=particle by a light nucleus is considered in terms of the 

temperature of the compound nucleuso 

KRAUSHAAR; Wo L.,g _On the Llfetirreof Negative Mesonso Ph~s? Rev., 73 9 1408o 

Measurements of meson decay in C indicate that; within the accuracy 

of experiment the mean li.fe of the - meson 'is the same as that of the 

+ meson., 

LATTIMORE 9 So g The Mass of 6 Mesonso Nature ~9 518., _ 

-New method of measuring curvature of tracks,in emulsio~s due to 

Coulomb scatteting 9 by measuring angles between chords instead of tan-

gents 0 applied to 315 6"=meson t1i'acks-o Ma_ss found 290 .:!:., 80 m9 c, Method 

cannot res_olve distinct mass groups 9 but if a group exists at m = 200 mell 

there must be a corresponding number with mass > 400 m,., e 
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LATTES» Co M., G~ 9 OCCHIALINI$ Go ·P. So~ and POWELL C .. F" ~ A Determination 

of the Ratio of the Masses of' 'IT an~ p. ].fesons by the Method of Grain 

Countingo Proco Physo Soco Londo 61 0 173o 

'TT/p. mass ratio = 1..65 + Oollo 

If the p. meson has mass 200 me 9 momentum balance indicates a mass 

115 .!. 30 me for the neutral d.ecay particleo The problems of grain co'I.Ulting: 

foreshortening of inclined, tracks 9 variat~on in grain density with depth 

in emulsion due to different development.~~ variation of silver halide in 

emulsion9 resolution of close grains~ and background fog of developed grains$' 

are discussedo The constancy of range of p. mesons from 1T~ decayv and 

lack of correlation between residual variation of range 0 and direction of 

the p. track 9 establish that the '1i meson comes to rest before decay., 

Lower limit of the lifetime is rv4 x 10-ll seco Lower limit of lifetime 

of the neutral product of decay is 2o6 x 10=21 seco 

. 
Example of a Meson of Mass 1000 Giving Rise to a. ,Cosmic Rey" Star., C., R.; 

Acad., ~Sci o ll Paris 9 226" 1897., (In French.,) 

The second disintegration of a double star in an emulsion at 4 9 300 m 

altitude is initiated by a meson from the first star 0 which appears to 

have been initiated by a particle of mass > 800 mel/ probably a meson 

of mass 1000 m8 o 

Distribution of Nuclear Disintegrations in Photogr~hic Emulsions Exposed 

to Cosmic Rays., Double Starso Nature ~" 844o 

The number of closely situated star pairs exceeds probable value. 

This is explained by assuming that the second star is formed by a neutron 

emitted from the first star., Perkins believes only a fraction of the second 

stars are produced by neutrons., 
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LEWIS~ Ho Wov OPPENHElliERs J" Ro 9 andWOUfHUYSEN 9 So Ao<t The Multiple Pro-

duction of Mesonso Physo Revo ~~> 127o 

Theory of meson em.issi on induced by nucleon=nucleon impacto Appli= 

cation to cross section ("'10=26 cm2) 9 multiplicity as fcno of energy9 

,., 
positive excess.9 primary spectrum 9 and angular distributiono 

LODGE0 AoSog Capture of Negative Mesons by Nucleio Nature 161 9 809o 

The mean life against nuclear capture of negative~ mesons is dis~ 

cussedo It is assumed that the interaction of hea.vy mesons with nucleons 

is related to nuclear forces 9 and that there is no direct coupling between 

light.mesons and nucleonso It is assumed that nuclear capture of~= 

mesons is due to the process 

(proton • 1i 
+ p } proton +tJ. ---,}> -7 neutron + ;0 

neutron + ,'\i+ + ~~ 

in which ;o: is the neutral particle associated with 1i1,1- decayo 

The half· life of 1T '11 
f2 t.2 

interaction constant · 
2 

m'IT' C 
with the p, and p fields is 

. . =8 
decay is calculated to be 4 x 10 seco 

for the strength of the 1i interaction 

10~14 (calculated using~~~ = lo6)o 

The 

Be-

cause of this 9 the scattering of~ mesons by nuclei is effectively due 

to Coulomb force onlyo 

LUBANSKI 9 Jo Ko and DE JAGER 9 Cog The Scattering of Protons by Protons and 

the Meson Field of the Protono Physica 9 ? s Gravo ,!!v Bo 

Calculation of proton-proton scattering 9 with various values of the 

potential energy of the protono This energy is assumed to be the meson 

potentialo The meson mass indicated. by this potential is ~ax= 330 ~ 30 meo 

MARCH9 Aog Decay of Negative Mesons in Light Elementso Physo Revo 73 0 1205o 

The small capture probability for negative mesons by light nuclei 

is considered in tenns of the fundamental length "'10=13 cmo 
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MARTY, C., and PRENTKI, J" g On the Absorpt~on of Heavy Mesons by the Deuterono 

C. R. Acado Scio 9 Paris 9 227 9 765o (In French.) 

Th~ disintegration of a deuteron by 1T mesons is computed.. The 

cross section for 1r+ mesons is negligible because of Co~lomb repulsiono 

For. "'T- at low energy.? the cross section is about 10~27 cm2 and this 

process competes with capture into the K-shell. This process could es-

tablish the existence of the neutral meson (if neutral mesons are suf-

·ficiently stable )o 

MARTY 9 c. andPRENTKI 9 J,g OntheDisintegration of the Meson. J. Phys., 

Radium ~9 147. (In French.) 

Theory of decay of '1T meson into 2 tJ. mesons. 

MARTY .. C. and PRENTKI 9 J.~ On the Disintegration of the Meson., C. R. Acad., 

Sci.,~ Paris 9 226 9 787 o 

It is suggested that ~ mesons are excited states of particles whose 

gr6und states are the electron and neutrinoo 

II 

MORAND 9 Mii., CUER., P. 3 and M.0UCHARAFYEH 9 H.;~· On the Conditions and Consequences 

of Meson Formation. C. R. Acad., Scio 9 Paris 9 ~9 1974., (In French.) 

Discussion of the energy and momentum relations of meson formation 

in nucleon-nucleon collisions 9 in collisions of incident nucleons with 

complex nuclei and in a-particle-nucleus collisions. 

MORPURG0'9 G., g On the Generation of Slow Mesons. Nuovo Cim. 5 9 285. (In 

Italian.) 

A comparison is made between intensities of slow mesons measured 

by different observers at different heights 9 and the intensities of 

fast mesons at greater heightso It is shown that the local production 

of mesons stops at 4000 m altitude. 
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NERESJN., Noz Disintegration of Positive and Negative Mesotrons in Different 

Absorberso Physo Revo 73 9 565o 

·~-decay of + and - mesons in B., C0 !.1 9 Fe absorberso Positives 

decay in all four absorbers$ negatives only in B and C absorberso For 

- mesons 9 capture before decay predominateso 

NERES01'J, N. G.: Disintegration of Mesotrons in Be10• Phys. Rev. 74 9 509o 

No significant difference was found between decay in BelO and Be11 • 

NIKITIN 9 S. Y; .. : On the Existence of Particles with Greater than Mesotron 

Mass. J. Exp. Theor. Physo l8p 577 o (In Russian.) 

Results of the application of a method for measuring the ionizing 

effects of relativistic particles. The ionization spectra of cosmic 

rays were investigated at 3 9 200 m above sea level. In the range of 

soft components 9 three groups of particles showed ionizing capacities of 

lo3 9 lo8~ and 2o7 times that of mesons. This plus path lengths led to 

mass estimates of (300-500) m6 ~> (700-1000) me and (2000=3500) me" In-

cidence·ratio is rvO.l5 percent of the number of mesons. 

PEYROU., C., LHERITIER, M. 9 and LAGARRIGUE, A.z Mass of Particles in the 

Penetrating Component of Cosmic Rayso C .. R. Acad. Ecio 9 Paris 9 226a 

. 1271.. (In French.) 

Meson momenta were measured at 1000 mD in a cloud chamber. Momentum 

range data indicate two masses 8 of order 200 me and 300 me• 
, 

PEYROU 9 C. 3 LHERITIER~ M. 9 and LAGARRIGUE 9 A.: Mass Measurements on Mesons at 

1000 Meters. "Cosmic Radiationp" Interscience Publications Inco New 

York 9 18L 

PICCIONI 0 0.: On the Capture of Negative Mesonso Phys. Rev. 73 0 411. 

Valley and Rossi hypothesis (Phys. Rev. 73 9 177) is criticized. 

Events following nuclear capture of negative mesons have not been observed. 
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PICCIONI~ OG: Search for Photons from Meson Capture., Phys. Rev~!!» 1754~ 

A search for photons of energy ,.......50 Mev9 associated with mesons 

stopped in Fe 9 shows that no such photons arise from. either the capture 

of negative mesons 9 or the free decay of posi~ive ones., 

POTIER9 R.: On a Meson Theory of Many Mass Valueso C. R. Acad., Sci. s Paris, 

226 9 314., (In French.) 

:Selection rules for transitions between states of different mass 

value. 

POWELL, C. F. and ROSENBLUM 9 S" ~ A New Method for the Determination of the 

Mass of Mesons. Nature 161 9 4'73o 

Mass Determinations good to ~10 percent are made by studying 

tracks beginning in one and ending in the other of two plates 9 placed 

with emulsions facing 9 3 mm apart 9 in a magnetic field. (The plates 

were studied with the reflecting microscope described in Nature 161 9 473.) 
/ 

PRIMAKOFF, H.: On the Momentum Distribution of the Decay Electrons from 

Negative Mesons~ Phys., Rev., 2!_9 878o 

The momentum distribution of decay electrons from negative mesons 

bound inK-orbits is calculated assuming a. 2 particle disintegration 

h
neutrino . . 

~ ~ e + or ., The resultant momentum distribution has a spread 
neutretto . 

of ~z/137 Pe(o) 9 where Pe(o) is the momentum of the decay electron from 

a free meson at rest., The effect of the meson~ s binding on its mean 

life decreases the mean life by a factor·· rv(zj137) 2., 

PUPPI, Go: On Cosmic Ray Mesonso Nuevo Cim., ~» 587., (In Italian.,) 

Assuming the p. meson to be a hea:vy electron of spin 1/2 ~d the ·Tr 

meson to be responsible for nuclear interactions 0 the following are 

calculated: 
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(a) the mean life of the '1T meson 

(b) the mean life for nuclear absorption of a~ meson from an 

extra-nuclear orbito 

(c) the energy spectrum of decay electron from~ meson assuming 

the ~ meson decays to a neutral meson 9 gamma ray and an electron. 

OCCHIALINI ~ G. P. S. and POWELL C. F. g The Artificial Production of Mesons. 

l'Jature 161 0 551. 

Measurements of small angle scattering of 1"T and cr mesons (Nature ~9 

453 and 486) in photographic emulsions shows they have mass identical with 

those produced by Gardner and Latteso 

OCCHIALINI 9 G. P. S. and POWELh9 C~ F~~ Observations on the Production of 

Mesons by Cosmic Radiationo Nature 162 9 168o 

The majority of mesons produced in cosmic ray disintegration stars 

give rise to another star at the end of their range 9 but the majority 

of mesons entering the emulsion from outside come to rest without pro

duction of heavy particleso No "'T(+);esons are observed ejected from 

stars~ Results are consistent with production of =()mesons of large 

nuclear cross section and not more than 20 percent ~ mesons in stars$ 

and with failure to see~+ mesonso Their results yield mass values of 

~"'-320 me and ~ 200 m o No examples were found of a meson beginning in 
e 

tbeemulsion 9 unaccompanied by at least one heavy charged particle. 

ROSENBLUTH~ M. N. ~ A 'Model for Nuclear Capture of p. Mesons. Phys., Rev., 75 9 532o 

The assumption that in negative meson capture most of the energy 

is carried off by a l•ight neutral particle is developedg Assuming that 

this particle has zero mass 9 that the incident meson has negligible 

momentum and that the capturing nucleus contains equal numbers of protons 

~d neutrons 9 the excitation of the nucleus arising from the recoil of 
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of the capturing nucleon leads to the probable emission of one neutron 

per capture., 

RETALLACK 9 J.D.: Mesotron Decayo Physo Revo :!.,!9 92lo 

Cloud chamber pictures of 27 negat!i.ve mesons showed only one possible. 

decay track» contradicting the Valley..;Rossi hypothesis that accelerated 

decay occurs in heavy absorbers 9 instead of nuclear captur.eo Of 16 positive 

tracks which stopped in absorber9 five showed decay positron trackso 

RICHARDSONs J. R. g The Lifetime of the Heavy Meson, Physo Revo 74D 1720o 

~mesons produced by 350 Mev a=particles on graphite were detected 

by photographic plates placed at deflections rr and 3 11 in 2 spiral 

channels" The ratio of the numbers of mesons in the two positions 

yields.a half life of 7o7 (+2ol 9 .,.loS) x 10-9 seco for 1T4'- decayo 

ROCHESTER9 G. Do and BUTLER)) Co Co~ The Penetrating Particles in Cosmic 

Ray Showers Io Proco Physo Soco Londo 6l 9 307 o 

Five events, interpreted as the direct production of tJ. mesons in 

cosmic ray showers~> are reported, The identification of these as.t-1-

rather than iT mesons is based on mass measurements and the belief that 

they arise directly from stars 9 and not from '11 '11 decays is based on 

energy measurements» and consideration of the half life of the 1/ meson., 

ROCHESTER9 G. D.s BUTLERs C. Co~ The Penetrating Particles in Cosmic Ray 

Showers IIo The Lightly IonizingPenetrating Particles in Penetrating 

Showers. Proco Physo Soc .. Londo g,o 535o 

Most of the penetrating particles in penetrating showers are 

positive and have momenta. .-... 109 ev/co From studies of interaction of 

t ..,..,..+ 
these with Pb nucleons they identify these particles as pro ons 9 " 

mesons or heavier mesonso 
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ROGOZINSKI 9 Ao and LESAGE 9 M.: Differential Spectrum of Low Energy Mesons. 

C. R. Acad. ScL 9 Paris 11 ~s 1027 o (In .French.) 

The differential range spectrum of comnic ray mesons in lead shows 

a minimum at 450 Mev/c. 

RUSK~ R. D. and ROSENBAUM~ A.: Attempt to Detect Neutral Particles Produced by 

Exchange of Charge with Cosmic Ray Mesons. Phys. Rev. 74, 110., 

The experiment indicates that charge exchange~ if present» is small 9 

but not completely ruled out., 

SALVINI ~ G. g Differentiation of the Components of the Comnic Rays in the Low 

Atmosphere and the Relative Frequency of Slow M"esons. Nuovo Cim., ~» 213., 

(In I tali an.,) 

Experimental distinctions between slow meson and electrons in cosmic 

rays are discussed. The absorption curve of mesons up to 300 Mev/c momentum 

at sea level and at 2100 m altitude are given. 

SARD 9 R. D. and ALTHAUS» E. J.: A Search for Delayed Photons from Stopped Sea 

Level Comnic Ray Mesons., Phys. Rev., 74 9 1364., 

Delayed coincidences were sought betv,reen a meson stopped in lead and 

a delayed 50 Mev decay photon. In ~sao hours only 4 coincidences above 

background were observed9 while rv 100 should have been observed if the 

hypothesis under test were true. It was concluded that the meson did not 

decay into an electron plus photon0 and that if the meson decayed to a 

neutral meson which decays to two photons 9 the mean life for this process 

is > 10~10 sec. 

SARD 9 R. D. 9 ITTNER 9 W. B.s IIID CONFORTO~ A.M.~ and CROUCH., M. F.g .~Evidence 

for Neutrons Associated with the Stopping of Sea Level Mesons in Lead. 

Physo Rev. 2!9 97. 

Coincidence experiments established the presence of neutrons following 

the stopping of mesons in lead. 
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Oil the Production of Mesotrons in Cosmic Ray Stars 

in the Stratosphere., 

Description of stars in photographic plates exposed at 60,000 ft., 

Rate of star production ( > 4 long range tracks) is 6000 stars /cc emulsion}a.y. 

SHAMOS, M. H. and LEVY, 11/f., G. g. on the Differential Energy :Spectrum of Mesons., 

Phys .. Rev. 73, 1396. 

The differential energy spectrum of cosmic ray mesons at sea level is 

measured by absorptions and detection of decay electrons., Measurements 

agreed with momentum data of Wilson11 Na~ure~~D 414., 

Sff.A.1vl:OS, M. H. and RUSSEK~ A.,: On the Range of Decay Electrons from Mesons., 

Phys. Rev. 2!• 1545., 

Using a delayed coincidence circuit and a C absorber 11 the residual 

range of decay electrons from p. mesons was __ measur.edo- The results were 

not consistent with a unique initia~- ~n~r~ __ for the elect~ns., · 

STEINBERGER, J .. : On the Range of the Electrons in Meson Decay., I'hys., _Rev., 

.z!, 500. 

Meson decay electrons from a polystyrene stopping layer y{ere detecteds 

-and ranges studied., The range _of most electrons was consistent with energy 

..-....J 25 Mev, but an appreciable number had energies up to 65 Mev. Decay 

electron spectrum.appears to be complex., 

TICHO\, H. _K.: The Capture Probability of- Negative Mesotrons., Physc. Revo 74., 1337 .. 

Disintegration curves of + and - mesons stopped in H20v NaF 9 Mgs 

Al, and s. 

TICHO, H. K.: The Mean Life of Negative Mesotrons in Sulfur., -Phys., Rev., 74~ 492.. 

The observed mean lives in sulfur of positive andnE:jgative mesons are 

2.04 + 0.23 and 0.54 + 0.,12 microseconds., The ratio of positive to nega-

tive decay electrons corrected for 20 percent positive excess is 3.,5 + 0 .. 4 .. 
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These results support the hypothesis of competitive processes removing 

negative mesons rather than acc-elerated decay. 

TICHO, H. K. and SCHEIN a M. ~ The Mean Life of Negative Mesotrons in Sodium 

Fluoride. Physo Rev. 73 0 8lo 

Negative' and Positive mesons are separated by a magnetized iron lens. 

Using a NaF absorber, the mean lives found were: negative mesons 1.33 + 

" URBA.N, P.: On the Magnetic Moment of the Proton and Neutron. s. B .. Ost. ,A.kad. 

Wiss. (Math. Naturwiss Kl,} Abt. IIa., ~9 287" 

The magnetic moments are calculated for a vector meson field. The 

correct moment is obtained if the Kemner interaction constant is used, 

by assuming a meson mass of about 150 m8 • 

II 
URBAN, P.: On the Pseudoscalar Theory of Mesons. S. B. Ost. Akad. Wiss., 

Abt •. IIa; 156, 143. (In Gennan.,) 

Using pseudoscalar theory~ the cross section for scattering by 

nuclei• the probabilitt of absorption· by Iiuclei with enq.ssion of a 

photon~ and the mean life before decay to an electron + neutrino. 

VALLEY, G. E. and ROSSI, B.~ On the Mean Life of Negative Mesons. Phys. 

Rev. 12.• 177 •. 

Mean lives: 

= 0 0.74 + .17 ~seco 

The hypothesis is advanced that nega-tive mesons are never captured 

by nuclei 9 but their life times are shortened when they are close to a 

nucleus._ 

WANG, K.-C. and JONES, S. B.: On the Disintegration of Mesotrons. Phys. 

Rev .. :!.!11 1547. 

Of 20 mesons stopped in Al plates 9 12 showed decay electrons. 
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Scattering measurements gave an energy of 52_:t 10 Mev for one of theseo 

WESSEL, Wo Zo~ Infinite Representation of the Lorentz Transformation and the 

Mass Problemo Naturforscho 3a 9 559 o (In Germano) 

A theory of particles leading to mass quantization is outlinedo Meson 

masses are found sufficiently in agreement with experimental values to 

support the th~ory, which relies. on yet unproved a,ssumptionr>o 

WILLIAl~S~ Re Wo: The Structure of the Large Cosmic Ray Air Showerso Physo 

Revo 74ll 1689o -·. 
Studies of cosmic ray air showers indicate that if these showers 

originate from the decay of neutral mesons 9 these mesons must be produced 

either singly or in groups whose total angular divergence is not greater 

than 10-4 radianso 

WILSON 9 JoG .. ~ Secondary Electrons Produced by Mesonso Physo Revo 73 9 525o 

The probable number of electrons accompanying a :rnesc:m beam emerging 

from a lead absorber 0 as given by Nassar and Hazens Physo Revo 69» 298 9 
' ,--

is shown to be in agruement with the value given by Wilson in Nature 142 9 

73o 

'ZAR, J o Lo HIRSHKOWITZ, J o 9 and BEREZIN$ Eo: Cloud Chamber Study of Electrons 

from Meson Decay~ Physo Re~~ ?4~ 111, 

Momenta of electrons from meson decay were measured from ranges in a 

cloud chamber containing Al absorberso Three electron tracks found had 

energies 13.s 18, and 50 Mevo 
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BARBOUR.9 I..,: Magnetic Deflection of Cosmic Ray Mesons Using Nuclear Plateso 

Physo Rev., ~9 320., 

Two nuclear plates were exposed with a known separation between their 

surfacesa which were parallel 9 in a permanent magnetic fieldo Mass and 

charge measurements are reported for 1T 9 -p. 9 C)':~ ,0 ,, mesonso No evidence 

of T mesons was foundo 

BARKAS~ Wo Hot Threshold Energy for Meson Production, Physo Revo ~9 1109., 

Abso,lute threshold energies are calulated for produqtion by many 

types of incident beam and target., Reasons are considered for the 

disagreement of these results with the theory of McMillan and Teller 

(Phys .. Rev., 72 9 l)o 

BARNES,!> Sc W., a CLARK. A. Fo9 COLLINS. Go Bo • OXLEY, Co La • McCREARY. Ro L. • 

PLATT. Jo Bo and VAN VOORHEES 9 S., N.,: Note on the Rochester Cyclotron, 

Phys., Rev~> ~b 983., 

A beam o·f about 0.,1_ ~icroamp~ _of 240 Mev ~protons was produced. in the 

130~inoh cyclotron; 1T + and 1T- mesons ,were observed in photographic 

plateso A ~ascription of the cyclot~on is given., 

/ 
BARNOTHY 9 Jo: Comment on the Nuclear Capture of Negative Etesons., Physo Revo 

76s 303o 

An explanation is proposed for the absence of either stars or decay 

electrons when negative~ mesons are stopped in leado It is assumed that 

the negative meson is :capturedin a K-shello Then the decay electron 

will require 38.,6 Mev to escape from the Pb atom.. The author assumes 

that no decay takes place if the electron has not sufficient energy to 

leave the K-shell., This hypothesis could be tested by using barium for 

the stopping material. since the electron would only require 18 Mev., 
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Experiments with absorbers of atomic numbers between. sulfur and iron 

are proposed to detennine whether the apparent shortening of lifetime 

in light absorbers is due to nuclear capture., or a true decrease of life-

time in the K-shello 

BASSI» Po and LORIA., A.: Showers Generated in Lead by Mesons. Nature ~9 400. 

A counter experiment to determine the number of electrons accompanying 

fast mesons emerging from an absorbing layera as a function of layer 

thicknesso 

B:ENADE., A,.. H. and ~SARD.P R. D.: The Time Distribution of Decay Electrons from 

Mesons Stopped in Magnesium at 3500 Meter Altitude. Phys. Rev. 76!) 488. 

The decay curve of a natural cosmic ray mixture of positive and nega.-

ti ve mesons was determined using a series of ten coincidence counters 

covering a time interval 0.5 to 6.5 ~seco in 0.6 ~sec. increments. The 

results lie on a smooth differential decay curve closely fitting the 

curve computed assuming competition betv.reen capture and decay of negative ' 

mesons., and can be fitted to a single exponential of mean life 1. 7 + 0.1 

~sec. The effective mean life of negative mesons is less than 2.15 ~sec. 

and appears to be_ap~roximately one ~sec. 

BERNARDINI, G.: On the Positive Excess of the Hard Component in Cosmic Rays 

Near Sea LeveL '"Cosmic Radiation/' Inter3cience Publications., Inc. 

New York. 
- ' .. \~ '., ·.- -...:.. 

The relatibrish:f.p \;etweeri th'e positive excess and the process of pro-

ductio~ of mesons- in cosmic rays is· ~xpia.ined; It :i. s suggested that at high 

energies the positive excess may decrease with increasing meson energy. 

BORN 9 M. and RODRIGUEZ» A. E.: Meson Masses and the Principle of Recipr9ci ty. 

Nature 16Ss 320 • 

m- ~~xec2. Numerical values ~ the expected masses of mesons are /1. , 
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where x is a root of Ln (l)(x) = Oo where L are Laguerre polynomials of 

the first kindo For n = 1 9 m = 192 me is _proposed, as the theoretical 

mass of the most stable meson, In this theory there are an infinite 

number of po~sible ~eson masseso 

BRODE, Ro B .. ~ The Mass of the M'esotrono Revo Modo Physo E2:.,9 37 o 

Measurements of meson charge gives value equal to the electron charge 

within 2 percento Range~momentum measurements on 86 mesons. yielded masses 

215 me for 78 of the mesons 9 while 8 had mass 500-800 meo 

BRODE 0 R, Bog The Mass of the Cosmic Ray M~sotrons., . Physo Revo ~l' 904o 

Tl1.e reduction of range and momentum data for mesons assumed to have 

unique mass 9 and assuming that the uncertainty of rane;e and momentum is 

indepengent of their actual v:alues, Data by Fretter (Obso 902 0 1947) 
~~~ a J~;·· . 

yield a mass value 212 .:::, 5 meo ·· 
BROWN 8 Ro H .. 9 CAMERJ;NI 9 Uo 9 FOVfl..ERs P .. Hos HEITLER.9 H.., KING 9 Do To. 9 and 

POWELL9 C .. Fo~ Nuclear Transmutations Produced by Cosmic Ray Particles 

of Great Energyo lo Observations with Photographic Plates Exposed at an 

Kodak NT4 0 electron sen~itive emulsionss 200 or 400 ·tl- thick were 

usedo About half of the stars were produced by particles of charge e 9 

moving at relativistic speeds 0 the other half' are due to neutral radi

ationo Most of the primary particles move in a cone of semiangle 40°o 

They appear to pass through nuclei imparting energy to the nucleons so 

thatthe nuclei evaporateo In each encounter there is a 50 percent chance 

the primary particle may undergo a change of charge equal to e.. Photo-

micrographs of stars are gi.veno 

RITSON 9 Do M .. g Observations with Electron Sensitive Plates Exposed to 

Cosmic Radiationo 
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I., Decay of p. Mesonso Nature 163, 42" 

Observations on processes in cos.mic radiation were made with Kod~c 

electron=sensitive emulsions.!) especially il-p. decay 9 and iJ.·=~ decayo The 

e~ergies of the decay ~vs were studied by Coulomb scatteringo A prelimi-

nary report is made of observations of stars accompanied. by showers of 

particles at minimum ionization. 

IIo Further Evidence for the Exi stance of Unstable Charged Particles of 
.. 

Mass ~1000 me 9 and Observations on Their Mode of Decayo Nature 163 9 82. 

An event is described which offers evidence for the existence of a 

meson of mass greater than the Ti masso A particle whose mass» determined 

by grain count 9 is '"'-' 1000 me comes to rest in the emulsion!> g;i ving rise 

to three charged particles f) one of which is apparently a 'Tr meson" 

Evidence is given that this is spontaneous disintegration of the heavy 

particle into three charged mesons whose masses are in the region 200-

300 ffieo 

BRUECKNER 9 Ko A. and GOLDBBRGER 9 Mo L., ~ The Excess of Negative over Positive 

Mesons Produced by High Energy Photons o Phys, Revo 76v 1725o 
·' -

The ratio of cross sections for production of positive and negative 

mesons by photons is computed 9 and agrees with the experimental results 

of McMillan6 Peterscm» and 1Vhi te. 

BRIDJOJ>. Bog The Capture of Mesonso Ark 1~at" Astra Fys. ~9 lo (In Englisho) 

Capture of a meson into a. nucleus is conside_red in terms of the trans-

formation of a proton to a neutron.~> ·without emission.of a neutral particle~ 

or radiation~> for meson of integral spino Up.certa.in~ies involved may be 

great enough to bring calculations for scalar mesons (but not vector or 

ps eudoscala.r mesons) .into agreement with experimen~_., 
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BUDINI.P Po: Penetrating Particles in Extensive ,Air Showerso Nuovo Cimo ~~ 

163o (In Italiano) 

Penetrating particles in cosmic rays are assumed to be mesons created 

by photons in a process with cross section proportional to Zo~ The theory 

does not give a complete account of all the particles observed~ but the 

energy spectrum is in agreement with experimento 

BURFENDJG» Jo,p GARDNER, Eo, and LATTES, C. M .. G.,~ Positive Mesons Produced by 

the 184-Inch Berkeley Cyclo·tron~ Phys., Revo~~o 382" 

Positive mesons produced by 380 Mev a.-particles in the 184-inch have 

been detected by means of photographic plateso Heavy positive mesons are 

observed to decay into secondary mesonso Relative numbers of positive and 

negative mesons coming from a target are found by placing plates symmet- ... 

rically on opposite sides of the targeto Preliminary results indicate that 

fo.r a 1/16 inch carbon target there are 1/4 as many heavy positive mesons 

as heaVy negative ones for meson energies of 2-3 Mev in the laboratory 

systemo 

CHAIIJG!) Wo .. y-,: A Cloud Chamber Study of Meson Absorption by Thin Pbs Fe 9 and 

Al Foilso Revo Mo<lo Physo ~9 l66o 

Cloud chamber experiments on absorption of negative~ mesons in 

aluminum, iron fu~d lead foils indicate that no protons are emitted when 

a negative~ meson interacts with a heavy nucleuso The meson imparts only 

a smal~ part of its rest energy to the nucleus and the remainder is given 

off·a:s_neutral 0 non-ele~tromagnetic radiation 9 probably a neutral me~on or 

a neutrinoo Mesons which do not decay disappear by a charge exchange re-

acti6na ~Meson associated photonscan arise from transitions of a meson 

between Bohr orbits 0 or within the nucleus following reaction of the nega-

ti~e -~-meson with the nucleUso 
I'· 
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CLAY~ J" ~- The Mesono Nedo To Natwrkdeo ~; 2o (In Dutcho') 
. . 

COOL, R ... L .. 9 FOVVLER9 Eo C., 9 STRUTs Jo Co FOWLER, W. B.~ and SARD, R. D.: 
- - -

Cl~ud.C.hamber Study of Mesons Stopping in Aluminum Foilso Physo Revo 

75.9 1275., 
-···· 

- Ten photographs have been obtained of mesons stopping in Al foils in 

a cloud chamber., Four of these show the track of another particle origi-

nating from the stopping point 8 3 light and 1 heavy particleo 

COSYNS, Mo Go E., DILWORTHs Co Co 9 OCCHIALINI, G. Po S"b and SCHOENBERG, M.: 

Th-e Decay and Capture of p.. Mesons in Photographic Elnulsionso Proco Phys. 

Soco A, _g3 801 o 

Observations on the decay and capture of ~ mesons in Kodak NT4 

and Ilford G-5 emulsions are describedo 63 + 4 percent of the ~ mesons 

stopping in the emulsion emit a fast electrono Emission of slow electrons 

is observed from 7.,2 percent of the slow mesons> these are ascribed to an 

Auger• effect accompanying capture of .l-1 mesons. 

EVANS, J~·:~and GEORGE, E. P. g Observations of Nuclear Disintegrations Below 
-·: ·~ . ·:· ' .. 

Groundo .· · Na~~re ~~ 20., 

Stars formed by cosmic rays in emulsions exposed at a depth of 60 m 

water equivalent are bel~eved to be caused by nuclear excitation from 

scattering of p; mesonso The estimated cross section Oo 5 x lo-28 cm2 is 

1/10- that observed_ at sea level for this interactiono This may be due 

to the higher average energy of the meson beam at this deptho 

FEER~ D. B.~- The Elnis_sion of Radiation in the Disintegration of Mesonso Physo 

Rev., 75, 73lo 

·The probability that a meson of integral spin decays to an electron, 

a neutrino and a photon is calculated classically9 assuming the radiation 

is caused by the acceleration of charge in the disintegrationo The result 
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is independent of the quantum mecha,nical properties of the meson fielde 

The non-radiative decay is treated as a hv6 body process in accordance 

with the original Yukawa_ theory; several types of coupling are usedo The 

quantum mechanical probability for emission of one photon diverges at 

low frequency 9 this difficulty is avoided by using as a measure of this 

process the ratio of the mean energy emitted to the mean energy available 

for the process per unit timeo This is of order 

trum is in agreement with the classical resu~to 

e2 

Jvc 
The energy spec-

FEER.o Do: Polarization of Mesons Produced at Threshold in Gamma Nucleon 

Collisionso Physo Revo ~.~ 306o 

It is sho>v.n that near threshold a beam of polarized mesons can be 

produced by the synchrotron gamma ray beam.> that this beam will suffer no 

changes by magnetic fieldss and that the only depolarizing effects will 

be those considered by Wentzel in his proposal to determine the spin of 

the 1'1" meso11 by the angular distribution of-~ mesons resulting from Tf'11 

decay of a polarized team (Physo Revo 75 9 l810)o 
- -

FESHBACHo Ho and LAX,? Mo g The Production of Mesons by Photons and Electronso 

Cross Sections and angular distribution for production of mesons by 

photons on individual nucleons are graphed as functions of photon energy 

in the center of mass system for pseudoscalar and vector mesoris 0 and strong 

and weak couplingo For heavy nuclei the threshold energy is lowered and 

at high ener£?ies the cross section approaches Z 6 [) [ d; the cross section 

for a single· proton] o The production of mesons by photons on deuterons, 

and production by electrons are discussedo 

Erratum ~ Physo Revo ~D 689o 
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FLETCliER.s> J. C. and FORSTER.., H .. K.: Energy of the Disintegration Product of 

a Light Mesotron. Phys. Rev. ~u 204. 

In a cloud chamber photograph, the energy loss of the decay particle 

from a l-1 meson was ·observedo The particle was emitted with energy 36 + 3 

Mev and has 95 percent yrobabili ty that its mass is < 7 me., 

FOLDYJ) L. L.: Single Production of Mesons by Gamma Rays near Threshold.·~ Phys. 

Cross sections and angular distributions for production of single 

charged scalar mesons (scalar coupling) and pseudoscalar mesons (pseudo-

vector coupling) by ~-nucleon collision. In the former case the cross 

section varies as the 3/2 power of the energy above threshold.~> angular 

distribution is of form sin2 G. In the latter theory the cross section 

varies as the square root of the energy above threshold and the angular 

distribution is approximately isotropic., A note .added in proof compares 

these r~sul ts with results of McMillan and Peterson on synchrotron produced 

mesons reported in Science.~,_ 438. 

FOLDY, L. L. and MARSHAK~ R. Production of 1l Mesons in Nucleon-Nucleon 

Collisions.. Phys. Rev. ~J) 1483. 

The cross sections for production. of 1T mesons in nucleon-nucleon 

collision at energies just above threshold is computed using the nuclear 

potential from experiments on n-p scatteJ:"ing at 90 I\1ev. The cross section 

obtained is several orders of magnitude lE?ss. than the results of Marette 

and Peng,. based on a field theory approach. 

FRANZINETTI.~> C.: On the Measurements of the Masses of Light Charged Particles 

Using Magnetic Deflectiono "Cosmic Radiation.~>" Inte.rscience Publications, 
,, 
·' 

Inca» 159. 

The method suggested by Powell and Rosenblum fqr measyring masses of 
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light charged particles by arra...-iging~:photographi'~ ·plates to record de-

flection in a. strong ma.gnetic;fi.eid is des'cribedo'"·Deta.ils are given of 

an experimental device already in operationo 

" FURTHD Ro ~ Some Considerations Regarding the Masses of Mesons. "Cosmic Radi-

a.tion.')" Interscience Publications.') Inc o » Hew YorkD .149" 

A~ cording to F~rth us principle of elementary indeterminacy P the ratio 

of the masses of the proton and 1i meson is 21T o The ratio of masses of 

' 1\ and 1-L mesons should be 1 + 1/'11 l) which is .in agreement with experiment. 

The possibility of a whole spectrum of meson masses is discussed. 

GEORGE,9 Eo P. and TRENT~ P. T. g Multiplicity in the Hard Component of Cosmic 

Radiation Underground,; Nature 164 a 838o 

Data on production of penetrating particles underground at a depth 

of 60 m water equivalent led the authors to conclude that groups of mesons 

are produced by high energy meson colli.s~ons with nucleL The cross sec

tion for this process is 5 x 10~29 cm2/nucleono 

HARDING.P .. J o Bo and PERKINS~ D. H.: Production. of Heavy Mesons in Cosmic Ray 

Stars" Nature 164" 285o 

The rate of production of IT mesons created in ice by cosmic rays and 

their energy spectrum are determined by measuring their absorption in 

dense ma.ttero It is determined that if there is· direct production of 1-l 

mesons from stars in ice 8 that this effect is very small compared 

to the rate of production of 1T mesonso However. the high mean energy 

of 11 mesons in cosmic rays is interpreted as showing that these i-1- mesons 

are produced directly in the very high energy stars in the high atmosphere. 
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HARTSOUGH.P W. ~ HAYWARD 9 E. 9 and POWELL 9 W"' M. ~ Some Preliminary Cloud 

Chamber Photograph~_ of Artificial Mesons. Phys. Rev. 2.~/ 905. 

Mesons of about 3 Mev have been observed in a cloud chamber tra-

versed by the neutron beam produced by the impact of 350 Mev protons on 

a 2 inch Cu sheet. In 100 photographs 9 seven meson tracks were found, and 

an example of the capture of a negative meson9 probably by an argon ~ucleus 9 

with the emission of 2 heavy particles is given. 

HAYAK~WA, ,S •. a_;nd 'f:Q:MONA~~~\.s?; Cosmic .Rays,Undergound. Phys. Rev. ~~ 1958 • 

.. Th~-:<?h~!lg~ ~rJ.~slope of tl}~LS:b!3~rption curve of cosmic ray particles 

is discussed in terms of 'TT""j;1 decay a~ high energy.l) 'iT lifetime, and 
9' 

11 and \1 masses and the initial meson spectrum. The experimental results 

require that account be taken of radiation and pair production by ~ mesons, 

but do not provide means of measurin'g the absorption of 1'1 mesons. 

HEITLER, W .. : Theory of Meson Production. Rev. Mod. Phys._ ~~ 113. 

HINCKS, E. P. and PONTECORVO, B.: The ~enetration of }L Meson Decay Electrons 

and Their Bremsstrahlung Radiation. Phys. Rev. 75 9 698. ,....._ 

Absorption experiments in._Pb 9 Al 11 and C show bremsstrahlung from the 

decay electrons from t.L mesons. The average energy of the deca~~.~er~~,rons 

is greater than 25 Mev. The,:p;resence of bremsstrahlung makes absorption 

methods unsuitable for determining the upper limit of the decay electron 

spectrum. 

" HOCKER, K.,-H.: Investigation of the Meson Spectrum at Sea Leve+• :z .. Phys., 125, 

780. (In German.,} 

The positive excess of mesons and the production of penetrating 

ionizing particles by uncharged particles are discussed., 

- ~; .(. 

?,:.;rs(, :::; v 0 ., J . 1. J :_,(j. 
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KAPLON9 M. Fo.11 PETERSs Bo 9 and BRADT 9 Ho Log Evidenc.e for Multiple Meson and 

"'f~Ray Production in Cosmic Ray Stars" Phys., Rev., 76 9 1735 

A photomicrograph is shovm. of' a star in Kodak NT'B3 emulsiono This 

star shows a dense shower of minimum ionization particles all in a cone 

of angular spread 2.,5°o This is interpreted as shov.ring both repeated 

multiple production of charged mesons and multiple production of 75' ~rays 

which may be the· decay products of neutral mesonso If' these neutral mesons 
• 

have rest mass ·"f 150 Mevp and. the 1S'-:rays are. comre:r:-ted i!pmediat~ly to 

posi tron=electrori pairs~> the mean ·life of .the neutral·mes<:m is '1, fv lo-13 sec. 
0 

KOPPE.? Hog 'On the Prbduction of Mesonso Phys., Revo ].!9 688o · 
'1. 

The probability of emission of 'Tr mesons in the collision of two 

nuclei is calculated by statistical methods treating the nucleus as a 

black body with respect to meson emissiono The results are shown to 

agree-~vi th the experimental results of Jones and 'White P BulL Am. Phys. 

KRAUSHAAR .• YT o Lo g Cosmic Hay Mesons Near Sea Level D Phys o Revo ·2.§_,.., 1045 o 

The differential range spectrum of slow cosmic ray mesons is nearly 

flat. to 100 'g'"cm2 ofi:air· equi'valent:: at·: s~a ,Je:v-eJ;:,cr .'l'he, se~:J·.~yel electron 

intensity is considered and is consistent With: the·Lele9t.ro;n~2 neutrino 

decay of~ mesons provided there is a source of electrons in addition to 

mesonso 

Decay Particles a.nd the Mass and Spin of the Mesotron" Phys., Rev" ~~> l432o 

The spectrum of decay particles from mesons 9 as observed by curvature 

measurements in cloud chambers.., extends from 9 to 55 Mev with an apparently 

continuous distribution of intermediate energy values 9 and a mean energy 

of 34 Mevo The shape of the spectrum and the upper· energy limit are evidence 
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that the meson decays to an electron and 2 neutrinose The meson spin is 

half integral 9 and the mass 9 as deduced from the upper limit of the energy 

spectrum is 217 ~ 4 meo 

Addendumg Phys. Rev. _'!.!}.. 9 159. 

LE PRINCE~RINGUET, L.: Mass Measurements of Mesons by the Method of Elastic 

Collisions. Rep. Internat. Conf o 9 "Fundamental Particles»" (1946) o 

Phys. Soc. Lond. lo 43o 

Masses are measured by observing elastic collisions between mesons 

and electrons in a cloud chamber with a magnetic field. In addition to 

the normal meson mass, a particle with mass 990 ~ 120 m8 is reported. 

LE PRINCE-RINGUET, L.g Photographic Evidence for the Existence of a Very 

Heavy Mesono Rev. Modo Phys., ~9 42. 

A photograph is shown of a double star in which the first star is 

initiated by a meson-like particle whose mass 9 computed from the energy 

released in the star 9 is gre'ater than 700 fie· A 6 meson originating 

in this star 8 then initiates a second star. 

LE PRINCE-RINGUET • L. 9 BOUSSER9 F. D ,HOANG~TCHANG=FONG 9 JAUNEAU. L., and 

MORELLET • D.: Two Kinds of Ver'i{ High Energy Cosmic Ray Stars. Phys. 

Rev. 76, 1273. 

A photograph is shown of a greater than 50 prong star which has 27 

relativistic prongs 0 all in a cone of 30°. This is interpreted as a pro

cess in which 5 to 8 mesons were created in an initial multiple process 

which was followed by other processes (of smaller multiplicity) in the 

same nucleus producing more mesons. Of these 27 relativistic particless 

17 are thought to be mesons. 
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LORD 9 J. J. and SCHEIN» M.: Creation.of a ~Meson by a_Highly Ionizing 

Nucleus in the Comnic Radiations., Science ~D 114 ... 

The creation in a photographic plate of a 6 meson by a nucleus of 

charge betl.veen 7 and 20 electron charges and an energy of several Bev is 

reported. 

LOVERA 0 G.~ A Method for the Calculation of the Ratio of the Masses of the1T 

and~ Meson. Nuovo Cimo ~P 229o (In Italiano) 

Applying the linear relationship between grain spacing and.the 

energy/mass ratio.~> to data by Lattes et al., (Proc. Phys. Soco Lond. ~., 

173) yields the value m1T/rrv. ':" 1.,58 .:, Oo.03o 

WlARSHAK 9 R. E.: On Mesons 'IT and 1-1• Phys. Rev. ~D 700. 

The present status of the two-meson hypothesis is reviewed. The 

nuclear capture of 11 and ~ mesons can be explained assuming integral 

spin for ir mesons and 1/2 integral for p.o 1-1 capture follows the scheme 

~ + p ~ 1T + v I' p -------+ N + '1/ ., · v is a neutrino. The continuous 

spectrum of decay ele~trons is in accord with this theoryo It is not 

clear whether a. correct field theory of nuclear forces can be constructed 
:. ~ 

with only one strongly coupled meson. 

MARSHAK 9 R. E.: Remarks on Multiple Meson and Gamina. Ray Production. Phys. 

Rev. ~9 1736. 

The cosmic ray star described by Ka.plonp Peters, and Bra.dt 0 Phys. Rev. 

~9 1735a is compared with experiments by ·J3jorkland., Crandall 9 Moyer 0 and 

Yorka to support the hypothesis of a. pseudosca.lar neutral meson of mass 

about 300 IDeo spin zero 9 and mean life "-- 10-13 SeCo 

MARSHAK» R. E. and WIGHTMAN 9 A. S.: Absorption -of Negative '1T M_esons by 

Protons. Phys.· Rev. ~a 114. 

The lifetime for absorption of a. ,.-meson by a. proton vnth 
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consequent em.issi on of a high energy photon has been calculated for 

scalar and pseudoscalar 'Tf- mesons 9 for absorption of ·free mesons and 

absorption from bound states. The lifetimes from bound states are very 

short compared with the lifetime for 'Tr"'\-1 decay. The competition between 

neutral 1T emission ond ~ emission is considered. The inverse processes 

are also discussed. 

MARTY 9 C. and PRENTKT 9 J.~ The Meson-Disintegration of the Deuteron. J. Physo 

Radium 109 156o (In Frencho) 

The cross section for capture by deuterons o·f slow 1r meson.s~ either 

charged or neutral 9 pseudoscalar or vector 9 is of the order of lo-25 cm2. 

The distribution of protons emitted after capture of positive mesons is 

very asymmetric. 

McMILLAN 9 E. M •. • PETERSOU 9 J o Mo9 and WHITE.9 Ro S. ~ Production of Mesons by 

X-raysG Science 110~ 579. 

The conditions under which X-·ray produced mesons have been observed~ 

the types of mesons 0 and types of meson track endings which have been 

observed are descri bedo The ratio of positive to negati ire mesons pro~ 

duced in carbon targets is given as =; + Tr 1r = 1.7 ~ 8 percentG The 

angular distribution of mesons is approximately spherically symmetric. 

The energy spectrum of the mesons produced is given. The cross section 

u28 2 
per quantum per carbon nucleus is 5 x 10 em·. 

MEYER.~~ H. A. 3 SCHWACHHEIM.P Go WATAGHil'J-" A. 9 and WATAGHIN 9 G.~ On the Nature 

of Mesons in Penetrat.ing Showers. Phys. Rev. 2.~./' 908. 

The absorption of penetrating showers initiated in a layer of gaso-

line is greater than the absorption of showers initiated in air. It is 

suggested that 1f mesons are initially formed 9 but decay to p. mesons in 

air showers 9 while the additional absorption of gaPoline initiated showers 

arises from nuclear interactions of 1f mesonso 
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ll.ITCHEL.o L, g Energy SpectrUm. of Secondary Electrons from \1-meson Decay. 

Nature 163 0 959. 

Theoretical spectra of the decay electrons from \1-mesons. are 

given. It is assumed the 11-meson has spin 1/2 and de~ays (a') to an 

electron and two neutrinos 0 or (b) to an electron, a·neutrino 0 and a 

neutral particle of finite rest masso Charged particles are described 

using Dirac hole theory. Two alternate treatments are given for the 

neutral particles. / 

Mjr.LERs C. g Remarks on the Present Situation in the Theory of Mesons. "Cosmic 

Radiation"" Interscience Publicationss Inc. D New York. 

A survey of the status of meson theory at the end of 1948. The 

experimental data indicate that 1r mesons are the quanta of the Yukawa 

field. ~~ decay seems to be accompanied by emission of a neutrino. 

~=~ decay seems to be accompanied by emission of two neutrinosD and 

shows close analogy to nuclear ~ decay. The theory of mass states of 

elementary particles is discussed/) and the p. meson is considered as a 

higher mass state of the electron. 

MOREI'TI .. c. g On the Production of 11 Mesons by Nucleon-Iifucleon Collisions. 

Phys. Rev. ~9 1432. 

The cross section as a function of energy is computed for production 

of mesons in nucleon~nucleon collision, assuming pseudoscalar mesons~ 

pseudoscalar coupling and charge symmetric theory. The results are valid 

for all energies. Energy distribution of the mesons emitted and of the 

nucleons after collision are given. 

OCCHIALINI 9 G. Pn S.g On the Nature of Cosmic RayMesons Recorded on the 

Photographic Plate. "Cosmic Radiation, 11 Inter science Publications 9 Inc. D 

New YorkD 189. 
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From the observations of creation and decay of mesons in emulsionsD 

it is asswned that IT mesons are produced in the upper atmosphere by 

nuclear interactions and that their decay in flight produces fast 1-1 mesons 9 

the major part of the penetrating component of cosmic rays o 

PANOFSKY, W. K. H. and :1-.IJARTHJELLI ~ E~ A"~ Magnetic Deflector for Mesons Pro~ 

duced in the l84~Inch Cycl otrono Rev~ Sci. Instr. !2,9 286. 

A magnetic deflector' has been constructed which makes meson produced 

in the 184-inch cyclotron by a=particle bombardment available outside the 

cyclotron tanko The def'lector consists of a magnetic shield designed to 

operate in high external fieldso Its effect on the internal cyclotron 

beam is compensated by pole shims. The deflector yields a total meson flux 

of approximately 500 mesons per minute. 

PERKINS, D. H.: Mechanism. of 11"' Meson Disintegrations. Phil Mago 40~ 601. 

Observations made on stars produced b;>-r nuclear capture of slow nega

tive mesons confirm the hypothesis that the meson rest energy is converted 

to nuclear excitation energy., Grain counting and mass measurements iden

tify the star producing mesons as negative '1f mesons 9 of mass 185 me• 

PERKINS, D. H.: Nuclear Captur'eof p. Mesonso Nature 163» 682. 

From the absence of tracks of recoil nuclei at the end of 1:.1. meson 

tracks in emulsions 9 it is concluded that slow negative \-.1. mesons are 

captured by protons 9 producing a neutron and a light neu.tral particle. 

PERKINS, D.H .. : Energy and Angular Distribution of Protons and Alpha Particles 

Emitted from stars., The Cross Sec;tion for Star Production" "Cosmic 

Radiation, " Inter science Publications 9 Inco 9 New York, 

The distribution .of protons emitted in the disintegration of heavy 

nuclei can be explained by an evaporation at all excitation energies up 

to the nuclear binding energy. At higher excitation energieso either 
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f'ission or localized boiling; causes ejection of a-particles. Observations 

on stars produced in layers of emulsion and ~ure gelatin indicate a cross 

section for disintegration proportional to the geometrical area of the 

nucleuso 

PEYROU 9 C. and LAGARRIGUE.9 A.: On 1T and ~ Mesons in the Penetrating; Com-

ponent of Cosmic Rayso C. R., Acad. Scio 9 Paris!) 228.? 312o (Iri Frencho) 

By momentum measurements in a cloud chamber at 1000 m altitude it 

is determined that33 percent of the particles observed under a 72 em lead 

absorber were 1T mesons tJ and under 24 em lead 9 17 o 5 percent were IT mesons o 

PICKUP 9 E. and MORRIIDN ~ A. g Emission of Mesons in Cosmic Stars in Photographic 

Emulsions. Phys. Rev. ~9 68E)o 

Events in Ilford C2 plates 9 loaded with B9 Li 0 or D9 exposed· at 

12 0 000 to 15 0 000 fto are discussedo The number of mesons seems to be 

sensitive to the amount of material near the point of exp?sure. 

PICK1JP 9 E. and VOYVODIE» Log Large Cosmic 'Stars in Electron Sensitive Ernul-

sions. Physo Revo ~9 447. 

Cosmic ray stars in Ilford G5 emulsions show many minimum _ionization 

tracks emerging; from the explosion. The hypothesis that these are electrons 

is ruled outo It also seems unlikely that they are protonso Therefore 

the authors sug;g;est that these stars show multiple production of mesons. 

PCWffiLL 9 C. F.~ Properties of the !rand~ Mesons of Cosmic Radiation. "Cosmic 

Radiation 9 " Interscience Publications 9 Inc. 9 New York. 

··An account of the development of knowl edg;e of the properti·es of 1r 

and-~ mesons up to the end of 1948o 

POWER 9 S.g Decay of a Heavy ir=Meson into Three Lighter Mesonso Phys. Rev. 

76D 865o 

Calculations of the mean life of a l:meson decaying; to th~ee 
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' . .. + + + 
particles .are made a_s~uming the disintegr!3,;tion schem.e.s ... T ~ 1T + 'IT + 1T • 

L:;~_1T-_+.p.+ +p.-. + - + - n-+ :-t~·1T +p; +p; ,., \,: 

T+---;). '1T+ + 'If' , --r:-+ + . . 
---4) 'Tf + 2 Oo 

RETALLACK, J. G •. and BRODE,_ R .. B.: 
. I 

The Mass of Cosmic Ray Mesotr,ons. Phys .. Rev. 

~9 1716,; 

Measurements of H ,.0 and range of mesons in cloud chambers were made 

, . for 43 cosmic ray mesons._ 37 of these have a unique mass 215 .:t. 4 m
6

• Of 

the six rem'4ning mass values, four are between 47.5,and 717-me and two are 

114 and 120 m9 .. The former cannot reasonably be con~idered normal p; mesons. 

·. : ~· 

ROCHESTER~ G. D •. : Observation,s on the Ionizing ·Partic;:les in Cosmic Ray Showers. 

"Cosmic Radiation," Int~rscience Publications, Inc .. , .New York. 

Two photographs of. penetrating showers are present~d ~s evidence for 
. . . : ~ 

existence of 't mesons.. Of the heavily iqnizing particles in cosmic ray 

showersb one group is identified with mesons of mas~ ,~bout 2qo me (although 

this )'!light be rv 300 me), and of the lightly ionif;i:ng particles, one group 
.. . . . . •'. :. '.· . . .. 

is_ identified as_ _a type .of meson of_mass dif~ereil.t. f~o~ th_e 200 m6 meson. 

ROCHESTJ!:R.; ;Go D.: The Penetrating Particles .in Cosm:i.c .Ray Showers. Rev .. Mod. 

Phys. ~~ ,20 .. 

Th,e. author states that his data suggest th,at p; mesons, may be created 

directly in .nucle~r collisionso 

ROSENBLUTH~ M .• : Electromagnetic Int~ractions of a Vector Meson. with a Scalar 

Excited State. Phys. Rev. :!2..•. 951. 

A relativistically invariant theory is, presented_for a meson possessing 

a vector and a scalar state of different mass, tightly coupled by the 

electromagnetic field. With a high coupling constant there is a high 

probability of producing excited state mesons and decay photons by electro-

magnetic processes, e.g. Rutherford scattering of mesons in heavy material. 
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Thus a. possible explanation of the many 'photons' ob~erved in nucleon nucleon 
\ 

scattering is that they ,result from excited ;state mesons -which are produced 

direct'iyo An experiment is pr~posed to' test this theory by detecting decay 

photons oh passage of a beam of mesons· through a heavy targeto The Christy 

and Kusaka argument against spin 1 for the ~ meson is not affected by this 

theoryo 

ROSENFELD, L~': Phenomenological Description of Nuclear Forces and Meson Pro

pertieso ''cosmic R.ays s'' Int~rscience Publications, -Inca~ New York, 135o 

The theory of nuclear interactions is discussed considering the 

ex:per:l.mentai 'data on spins, masses» and charges of mesonso 
. -

ROSSIJ> · B.o: · Disintegration and Nuclear Absorption of Mesons o "Cosmic Radiation," 

Interscience Publications 9 I~co 0 'New York 0 45o 

A short historical introduction is foilowed by discussion of decay, 

nuclear absorption, and other behavior of-~ mesons~ · !t is concluded that 

p. decay· gives rise to a single electrono and is not accompanie'd by high 

energy photon.so The spectrum of the decay electrons is. not well known 

enough to deteniline the disintegration scheme uniquely, but it cot:ltradicts 

the assumption of decay yielding an electron and one neutrino. The mean 

li~es 6f negative}!. mesons in different· elements are presentedo Experi

mental data indicate that nuclear absorption~ of 1.1. mesons is accompanied by 

emission of neutrons, but not of high energy photons, While the emission 

of protons is a.s yet undeterminedo These results suggest that only a 

small fraction of the rest energy of the'' c~ptured p. meson. is used to e:x:c:i,_ te 

the nucleuso 
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Discussion on the Disintegration and Nuclear Absorption of Mesons. Rev. 

Mod. Phys. ~9 _31. 

In the symposium here reported 1 the behavior of negative~ mesons in 

absorbers of varying atomic number is discussed 9 considering capture into 

Bohr orbitsg nuclear absorption, neutrons associated with stopped~ mesons, 

accelerated~-~ decay0 and possible ~-~ decay schemes. 

RUDDLESDEN$ S. N. and CLARK~ A. C.: Disintegration of Helium by 'If- Mesons. 

Nature ~n 487. 

An experiment to study nucleon meson interaction by observing the 

type of singly charged particle resulting from capture of a 1f- meson 

by helium. The relative probabilities for a triton 9 deuteron, or proton 

resulting are given for certain types of reactions. 

SINIIA, M. S.: Photograph of a Shower Produced by a 1T Meson and a 'TT ~ 

Decay. Phys. Revo ~9 1757. 

SNEDDON, L N. and TOUSCHEK 9 B. F. g Production of Mesons by Electrons. Nature 

163 0 524 9 and correction 0 163 0 597. 

. + 
The cross section for the process e + P---+ e' + P' --~ e 1 + N + '1T , 

and e + N ~ e 1 + P + "tT- 9 is found to be .-vlo-33 cm2 for production 

of a vector meson at electron energy 300 Mev. These single nucleon cross 

sections are to be multiplied by factors ~z for positive vector mesons 

and rv(A=Z) for -mesons to give cross sections for meson production in 

a nucleus 9 so that values of rvlo-31 cm2 may be attained with heavy 

nuclei. 

SNEDDON, I. No and TOUSCHEK$ B. F. g The Production of Mesons by Electrons. 

Proc. Roy. Soc. 199 9 352. 

The cross section for production of pseudoscalar mesons by collisions 
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of electrons with nuclei is calculated 9 assuming the electron interacts 

w:i th the nucleons through the electromagnetic field. For 300 Mev electrons 

the cross section is 2 x lo-30 cm2 per nucleon. 

SNYDER 9 C. Wo g Current Ideas about Mesonso Nucleonics ~u 42. 

Evidence for the existence of mesons of masses ~2009 300 9 and 1000 me 

' is reviewed. Modes of formation and decay are discussed vtith emphasis on 

studies made in emulsions. Evidence for A mesons (mass r-vlO me) is incon-

elusive. 

STEINBERGER» Jog On the Range of the Electrons in Meson Decay. Phys. Rev.~~ 

1136. 

The absorption of electrons emitted in comnic ray~ meson decay was 

measured. The results indicate that the spectrum is' either continuous from 

0 to about 55 Mev with an average energy rv 32 Mev u or consists of three 

or more discrete energies., rio variation of the lifetime with the thickness 

of absorber is observed., The experiment supports the hypothesis that the 

t1 meson di-sintegra~es in~o three particles., 

STEINBERGER9 Jog. On the Use of Subtraction Fields and the Lifetimes of ·some 

Types of Meson Decay. Physo Rev. 76 9 1180o 

Lifetimes are computed for decay of a neutral meson to 2 and 3 t-rays~ 

into a positron=electron pair 9 into another neutral meson and photon~ decay 

of a charged meson into another charged meson and a photon, and into an 

electron or t1 meson and a. neutrino. The results are compared with experi-

mental results of Moyer and York 9 Phys. Rev., 76 9 187 u and other experimental 

data.. 

TAKETANIP Mo ~ NAK.AMURA 9 S. ~ mm~ K., and SASAKI, M..: dn. the Two Meson Theory. 

Phys. Rev. 76 9 60. 

"Sakata. meson theory9 assuming spin 0 or 1 for 1t mesons is applied to 
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explain the frequency of sta~formation. The small range of nuclear forces 

predicted by this theory is not contradicted by high energy neutron-proton 

scattering experiments» but to explain the deuteron quadrupole moment, a 

meson field with longer ra.nge must be added to the 1r meson field. The 

theory accounts for 11~~ decay and nuclear capture of~ mesons. Nuclear 

~ decay and~-~ decay must be considered direct processes~ as in Fermi 

theory~ instead of involving virtual emission and absorption of li mesons. 

TAKEI'ANI, Mo and SASAKI» M. g On the t-~-=meson Capture. Phys. Rev. ~~ 852. 

A supplement to Phys. Rev. 76 9 60 9 this paper considers the Z depen

dence of~ meson capture probability~ the excitation energy of nuclei after 

~meson capture 9 and possible interaction schemes between mesons and nucleons. 

TIOMNO, J o and WHEELER~ J. A. g Charge Exchange Reaction of the tl. :Meson vJi th 

the ~Jucleus. Rev. Mod. Phys. ~9 153. 

~- meson capture by a nucleus is discussedJ assuming the model 

1-L- + p ----7 neutron + neutral meson., Meson capture by this model, neutron 

decayD and t1 meson decay yield (within the limits o~ error) identical 

coupling constants. The excitation energy of the nucleus is found to be 

much less than the meson rest mass 9 and for capture in heavy elements may 

lead to neutron emission. In light elements it may be insufficient for 

release of any particle. 

TIOMID, J. and 1VHEELER 9 J. ,A. g Energy :Spectrum of Electrons from Meson Decay. 

Rev. Mod .. Phys. 21 9 144o 

Spectra of decay ~ particles from t.1. mesons are computed for a three 

particle decay scheme$ assuming the particles are either an electron, a 

neutral meson and a neutrino 9 or an electron and two neutrinos, assuming 

~ masses 200 me or 220 me» neutral meson masses ranging from 20 me to 80 me9 

and all types of coupling. The theoretical spectra are comp~:~.red with the 

la:town experimental data" 
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' 
TIOIVING9 J.,g On the Spin of 1:1. Mesons., Physo Rev. ~9 856o 

" A p.~~ decay spectrum calculated assuming spin 0 for the tL meson is 

compared with the spectrum of Leighton 0 Anderson 0 and Seriff9 Physo Revo 75 9 

1432 3 and nuclear excitation on capture of a spin zero p. meson is compared 

with the excitation due to capture of a. spin 1/2 \-.1. meso~.. In each ca.se 9 

agreement is close enoughD that the possibility of spin zero for the t-1.· 

meson must not be disregarded., 

URBAN 9 Po and SCHWARZL 8 Fo~ On the Problem of the Scattering of Nucleons., 

Acta Physo Austriaca !o 368., (In Germano) 

The cross section is given for the scattering of a fast nucleon with 

emission of a meson~ using scalar meson theory and perturbation theoryo 

The resultv that the cross section is proportional to l/E2 agrees» to 

first approximationD vd th the approximate calculations of .lfordhe:im and 

Uordheimo 

VALLEY, Go Eoa LEAVITT 0 Co Po 9 and VITALEP Jo Ao~ Cloud Chamber Evidence of a 

Meson-Nucleus Interactiono Physo Revo 75 9 20lo 

Forked tracks obtained in a cloud chamber are interpreted as mesons 

giving rise by interaction with nuclei to short 0 heavy tracks 9 probably 

protonso 

VAl'J" \tVYK 9 C., Bog Qn the Decay of '17 ~Mesons a Proco Physa .Soc., Ao ~0 697 o 

The decay of a charged L meson into a photon and a charged 1T meson 

by virtual creation and armihilation of nucleons is studiedo Unless both 

mesons have spin zero the lifetime· of the '"t" meson is too short to pennit 

it to be observed photographicallyo 

VOORHIESa IL G" and STREET 9 J" Co~ Star Production by Negative t.J. Mesons in a 

'Silver Chloride CrystaL Physo Reva :!.§..» 1100.; 

A silver chloride crystal is used to detect 1-1 mesons and their decay 
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electrons. The mean life of~ mesons is measured to be 1.9 ~ 0.3 ~sec. 

Of 263 mesons observed to stop 0 40 decayed~ and of the 78 presumably nega

tive \1 mesons which did not decay, five were accompanied by large pulses 

which might have been nuclear stars. It is shown that in general if stars 

are produced by nuclear capture of negative~ mesons, the energy of the 

charged particles is less than 3 Mev. 

WENTZEL~ G~: On the Problem of the Spin of the 't1 Meson., Helv. Phys •. Acta ~~ 

102. (In German.) 

Experiments on anisotropy of scattering are proposed as a means of 

establishing the spin of the 1'T meson. 

WILSON, J. G.: Problems Concerning the Measurement of Mass of Mesons. Rep. 

Internat. Conf. "Fundamental Particles," (1946). Phys. Soc. Lond • .!_, 73. 

Mass measurements of slow particles in cloud chambers, involving 

momentum deter.minatiqn. For particles of mass less than 200 mes one should 

use hydrogen filled chambers. 

WAGNER, ~J. and COOPER, D.: The 1:-Meson. Phys. Rev.~~ 449. 

Three tracks in Ilford C-2 emulsion exposed to cosmic rays are des

cribed6 and attributed to mesons of mass 725 me by grain counting. One of 

these originated in a star 0 and formed another star at the end of its range. 

WHEELER, J. A .. : Some Consequences of the Electromagnetic Interaction Between 

~ Mesons and Nuclei. Rev. Mod. Phys. ~~ 133. 

Energy levels of mesons in orbits around nuclei, interlevel transitions 

resulting in photon or electron emission 9 pair creation, and meson induced 

fission are discussed. 

ViHITTEMAN, W. L. and STREET, J.G.g The Density Effect for Cosmic Ray Mesons. 

Phys. Rev • .z2,.o 1786o 

A silver chloride crystal was operated as an ionization .chamber to 
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measure the ionization produced by two groups of cosmic ray mesons~ one at 

minimum ionization and one in a higher energy region. The distributions of 
. . . 

pulse heights due to mesons in-each group were compared ~th'theoretical 

computations made taking into account Symons fluctuation theory and the 

·density effect of Halpern and Hall. 
.... _.:.:· 

ZAWADZKI 9 A, g Mass Spectrograph of l1 Mesons. "Cosmic Radiation» 11 Inte!li'sciep.ce 

1946 

A meson mass spectrograph is described» in which th¢ trajectories of 

mesons are determined by four pairs of crossed hofizontal layers of Geiger 

counters. Deflections of trajectories are due to both electrostatic and 

magnetic. fields. For mesons of mass 200 me 9 and momentum 108 ev/c, the 

·angle of de-viation is rv6°. Experimental errors are less than 1 percent • 

. The anticipated number of mesons is tw·elve per day. 

Photographl.c Emulsions Used in Nuclear Physics 

DEJ'I[ERS 9 Po g New Photographic Bnulsions 'Showing Improved Tracks of Ionizing 

Partici"es. Phys. Rev. 70 I) 86. 

Preparation of dense emulsions containing 95 percent AgBr in small 

grains. 

LOVERAa G.~ Verification of a New Formula for the Grai. n Spacing along the 

Tracks of Ionizing Particles in Photographic Emulsions. Nuovo Cim. ~, 

320. (In Italian.) 

The variation in spacing of developed gra_::\.ns along the track of an 

ionizing particle of kno\71111 mass and energy is calculated •. The results 'are 

verified experimentally. 
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MISSEN, H .. F .. g Electron Sensitivity ofVarious Photographic Emulsions. ~. 

Phys. 122 9 573. (In German.) 

P~NELL, C. F .. ~ OCCHIALINI, G. P. S., LIVESEY, D. L .. , and CHILTEN, L. V.: A 

New Photographic Emulsion for the Detection of Fast Charged Particles. 

J. Sci. Instrum. 23~ 102. -·-- -~-

New emulsion has eight times the silver halide to gelatin rati'o of 

ordinary half-tone emulsion.!> and has improved energy resolution. Chemical 

methods of improving discrimination between tracks of different types of 

particles are described.. Emulsion can be loaded 1~th other atoms. 

TSIEN, s.-J., CHASTEL, H .•• FARAGGis H., and VIGNERON, L.: Calibration of a 

New Photographic Plate for Measuring Paths of a-Particles. C. R. Acad. 

Sci., Paris, 223 9 571. (In French.) 

B10(n 9 a)Li7 9 a~particle source used to calibrate Ilford half-tone 

concentrated plates. Accuracy. ~ 1 percent. 

1947 

BRODA» E.g Radioactive Track Counts in Photographic Plateso J. Sci. 

Instrum. 24 9 136. 

The loading of emulsions is discussed, using uranium loading as a 

special example. The velocity of uptake of the loading atom decreases 
- --- -

rapidly with time of immersion. The quantity absorbed is linear with 

concentration in the range 3.3 percent to 0.01 percent 9 but is more 

efficient for concentrations less than • 01 percent. Absorption is greater 

in neutral than in acid solutions. High concentrations of neutral salts 

depress the uptake. Lead ions, even in 80 times excess, do not displace 

uranyl ions in the emulsion. 
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BRODA 9 Eo g Adsorption Isotherm of a Photographic Emulsion for Uranyl and 

Lead Ions. Nature 160 9 23lo 

Continuing the report in J o Scio Instrum. 24 9 136 (preceding abstract); 

the uptake of uranium by emulsion is greater than that possible by absorption 

alone. The excess is attributed to adsorption. The isotherm has the form 

The adsorption of lead was measured 
---- ;; 

using solutions of ThB 9 and estimating the uptake by track com~ting. 

·. DEMERS~ P. g New Photographic Emulsions Showing Improved Tracks of Ionizing 

Particleso Canad. J o Res. !P ~» 223o 

The nuclear erm.ilsion introduced in Phys. Re·v. '!.2..v 86 0 is described. 

The individual grains have diameter rv Oo 2 microns~ the tracks often 

appear as continuous lineso Grain spacing is not the main cause of 

appa1·ent straggling except below a range of 4 mm in air. The standard 

deviation in determining energy from a single measurement of range is 

3.25 to 3.5 for protons of Oo6 to 2.4 Mev and L3 to lo9 for a.=rays of 

4,0 to 8.5 MeY. Fission fragment tracks are easily seen~ slow elee;trol} 
, : _r_ .,_r 

tracks are some·times seeno The action of sensitizing and desensitizing 

chemicals is discussedo A theory is given for the probability of develop-

ment of grains~ in ter:ms of specific energy loss 9 and a sensitivity para.~ 

meter of the emulsion. This theory approximately explains the observed 

variations of grain spacing with residual range 9 of protons, tt=particles, 

and fission fragmentso 

LATTES, Co :M. Go 9 FOWLER, Po Ho, ~md dffiRs Poe Range Energy Relations for 

Protons and a=Particles :in the New Ilford Nuclear Research Emulsions. 

Nature 159~ 301., 

Curves are given of the stopping power of· Ilford Bl emulsion:.. for;,-' 

protons of energy 2-13 Mev 9 and a.·-partiples. These are believed to be 
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applicable also to C-2» C-3 and E~2 emulsions. The resolving power~ as 

demonstrated by a histogram of the ranges of 2000 tracks» is such th~t the 

precision with which the energy of a proton track can be measured is limited 

only by straggling. The discriminating power is such that protons can be 

distinguished from a-particles. 

It 

LATTES, C. M. G., FOWLER, P. H., and CUER, P.g A Study of the Nuclear Trans-

mutations of Light Elements by the Photographic Method. Proc. Phys. Soc. 

Lon d. ~11 ~8 3. 

A full account of the work reported in Nature ~!I 301 (preceding 

abstract). 

PECK, R. A. g A Calibration for Eastman Proton Plates. Phys. Rev. I!• 112L 

The stopping power of these plates varies rapidly for proton energies 

up to 5 Mev. Above 5 Mev it remained constant .. 

POWELL, C. F. and OCCHULINI, G. P. S. ~ The Scattering of Fast Neutrons by 

Protons. Rep. Internat. Conf. YfFundamental Particles, 11 (1946). Phys. 

Soc. Lond. 2:_0 150. 

Scattering of fast neutrons by protons was observed using ''heJ.f tone" 

photographic emuls-ion for detecting the recoil protons. Empirical methods 

are reported for correcting for tracks escaping from the emulsion, taking 

into account small angle Coulomb scattering of protons from Ag and Br 
. 

nucleio These methods are important in the use of plates to study dis-

integrations produced by bombardment with very energetic particles from 

accelerators. 
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BERRIM!N~ Ro W. g Recording of Charged Particles of Minimum Ionizing Power in 

Photographic Emulsionso Nature 162, 992o 

Kodak NT4 nuclear emulsion is descri bed,9 capable of recording tracks ,, 

of charged particles at minimum ionizing powero The sensitivity is 3 times 

that of NT2a electron recording emulsi ono Photomicrographs are sho-vm of 

100 ~ electron tracks 9 and straight line tracks of high energy particles 

at minimum ionizationo It is considered that NT4 emulsion can record 

tracks of charged particles of any energyo 

BLAUD Mo and DE FELICE~ Jo Ao~ Development of Thick Emulsions by a Two-Bath 

Uniform development through the entire thickness of 200 micron ernul-

sian is obtained by a two bath developmento In the first bath, containing 

no alkali, the developer penetrates the emul s iono In the second bath9 

which contains all the eonsti tuents of developer (plus alkali), "the actual 

development takes plaC<3o The temperatures of the solutions. are kept 

constant" 
t 

BROCK .• Ro Lo and GARDNER 9 __ E.g Alpha Particle and Deuteron Tr'acks in Eastman 

liTA Photographic Plateso Revo Scio Instrumo 19 0 299o 

Photomi~rographs of sections of a and deuteron trackso In tracks of 

low energy particless there are enough developed grains that the tracks 

are nearly continuouso As the energy increases the number of developed 

grains decreases 9 the number for deuterons decreases more rapidly for 

deuterons than a=particleso There are enough developed grains so that 

tracks are easily followed 9 if a energy is == 200 Mev 9 or deuteron 

energy ~ 20 Mevo 
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DILWnRTH.I> C. Co, OCCHIALINT.? G. P. S.ll ·and PAYiiJE~ ·R. :WL~' Processing Thick 

Emulsions for Nuclear Research. Nature 162» 102. 

For 300 t.1 emulsion.!> first soak in water. Place in 5°C developer, 
. -

raise temperature for development period. Give a cold stop bath. Begin 

fixing in a cold solution afterwards warmed. 

FARAGGI 1 H.: Application of Latent Image in the Study of Nuclear Reactions. 

C. R. Acad. Sci.s ParisD 227D 527. (In French.) 

When it is desired to study the range-energy of recoil nuclei of 

low velocity., partial fading of the latent image by exposure to water 

vapor increases the grain spacing 9 making observations at the origin of an 

event more accurate. 

FARAGGI~ H. and ALBOUYs G.g Errors Caused by Latent Image Fading in Studies 

of Charged Particles Using the Photographic Method. C. R. Acad. ScL ~ 

Paris D 226 » 717. (In French. ) 

Latent image fading of Po a tracks in nuclear emulsion· stud~ed by 

counting the number o±' developed grains per track at increasing time 

intervals benveen exposure and development. Different concentrations 

of. the same developer and development times from 15-45 minutes do not 

influence the fading. Fading diminishes with increasing sensitivityD and 

can be reduced by low temperature and by loading with B. Stored emulsions 

show increased fading effect. 

n 
HALG, W. and JENNY, L.g Production and Properties of a Photographic Emulsion 

for the Detection of Charged Particles. Helv., Phys. ,A.cta 21~ 13L (In 

German.) 

Description of a laboratory made nuclear emulsion. Range-energy for 

a-particles up to 10.5 Mev· is established experimentally. Proton ranges 

calculated from a data and Bethe~Livingston formula. 
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.n 
HANNI 9 H.,~ TELEGDI 9 V. L • .? and :ZUNTI~ W.~ Nuclear Photoeffect in Carbon with 

the Emission of a-Particles. Helv. Phys. Acta ~D 203. (In German.) 

stars from the reaction cl 2 + '( -7 3 He4 were observed in Kodak 
. 

Alpha Emulsion. The energy released in the stars was calculated to be 

10.,1 and 7.5 Mev. The energy of a-particles in the 10.1 Mev stars ex~ 

tended continuously to 5.3 Mev.9 with a maximum at 4.7 Mev. Analogous 

behavior is observed in the B11(p 8 3a) stars. The cl2 + o' = 3He4 probably 

takes place in 2 steps cl2 + o --7 Be8* + He4; Be8*----t 2He4 • 

11ATHEV!TS 9 G. E.~ Photograp hie Progress in 1947. Photogr. J. 88AD 74. 

Bibliography. 

MAUER.9 P. B. and REYHOLDS~ IL L.- g Protective Facings on Eastman Emulsion. 

Phys. Rev. ~ 1131. 

Length measurements of tracks in emulsions with a protective surface 

layer 1 t1 thick.? are appreciably smaller than true lengths. These layers 

also alter the initial energy or entering angle of the track. 

MEYER 9 P.: The Photographic Emulsion in Nuclear Physics. Naturvviss. 35 g 369., 

(In German.) 
' 

Methods of recording charged particles in photographic emulsion are 

described 11 and illustrated chiefly from work at Bristol. A comprehensive 

bibliography dating from 1910 to 1948 is appended. 

ROSS~ M. A.. S., and ZAJAC$ B. g Range Energy and Other Relations for Electrons 

in Kodac Nuclear Plates. Nature 162D 923~ 

The range energy relationship was determined by bombarding the plates 

at glancing incidence with electrons from a ~~ray spectrometer. The mean 

grain density along the track and the stopping power were measured. The 

stopping power 9 which depends on the energy of the electrons 9 is of the 

order of 3000 times that of air. 
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SA.LANT, E. 0 .. , HORNBOSTEL, J., and DALLMANN, E. M. ~ Tracks in Emulsions at 

100,000 Feet. Phys. Rev. 74~ 694. 

Ilford C2 50 micron emulsions were exposed in ·controlled experiments at 

temperatures ranging from -eooc to +20°C. The grain density at -60°C is about 

1/3 less than that at +200C. 

SPENCE, J. J CASTLE, J. 9 and. WEBB~ J. II.~ Tracks of Low Ionizing Particles in Photo-

graphic Emulsions. Phys. RevA 74, 704. 

Using Kodakemulsions~ an energy loss of 0.005 Mev per em (corresponding 

to 100 Kev electrons) can be recorded. 

SPENCER, D. A.: New Materials for Applied Photography. Photogr. J .. 88A, 91. 

Review of progress in 1947. 

WEBB, J. H.: Photographic Plates for Use in Nuclear Physics. Phys. Rev .. 74, 51L 

On the basis of the highest energy particles that can be recorded as recog-

nizable tracks.~> an energy loss of 0.013 Mev per em air path is taken as the 

threshold sensitivity of the best nuclear emulsions. This corresponds to a-

particles of energy .> 100 Mev" deuterons of l.JO Mev, protons of 50 Mev 9 elec-

trans of 20 Kev. Range~energy curves of a 1 s, protonsp deuterons and mesons 

in high silver halide concentration emulsions are given. These are based 

on constant stopping power values of the emulsion. Relative stopping pmvers 

of 1800 for a 1 s and 2000 for protons 9 deuterons and mesons were used. Data 

are presented on the composition, sensi ti vi ty~ physical characteristics and 

recommended uses of commercially available emulsionso Curves are e;iven for 

calculated and observed stopping power vs. energy for a 1 s and protons. Grain 

density9 and grain density variation» are discussed, pointing out that grain 

density for low energy particles approaches a maximum ~ral ue determined by the 

grain population of the unexposed emulsion. Grain spacing as a function of 

ionizing power~ and latent irnage fonnation as a function of ion-pair production 

in the grain~are discussed" Using an energy loss of 0.013 Mev per em as a 

threshold and 7o6 ev for the energy required to produce an ion-pair in AgBr9 it 

is shmm that 150 ion .. pairs must be produced in a single grain to form a latent 

image .. 
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YAGODAa H" and KAPLAN$· H .. ~ Background Eradication of ]'Juclea,r .Thl.ulsions by 

-

Accelerated Fading of the Latent Imageo Physo Revo ~0 634o 

Normal fading of latent images of a tracks can be accelerated by 

exposure to saturated air at 35°C, Images can be destroyed by ·s~orage 

at 25°C for_4 hours over 3 percent Hz02o Storage in fresh distilled 

water has no effecto Method is inapplicable to coarse grain, light 

sensitive emulsionso Loading with borax or Li salts inhibits the action 

of H20 2.o_hence exposure to eradicator must precede loading., Dessication 

over CaClz restores sensitivity" 

ALBOTJY~ Go and FARAGGI 0 IL g On the Mechanism of F'ading of Nuclear Research 

-
Plateso Co Ra Acado Scio 9 Paris 11 228D 68o (In Frencho) 

The rate of latent image fading in nuclear emulsions is influenced by 

many factorss including humidity.? loadingD temperature» H2o2 end vacuum, 

The rat~ of fading wlth humidity decreases exponentially ;nth the ~~ount 

of the HzO retained in the gelatino Salts increasing the pH of the ernul-

sion act as sensitizers; those decreasing the pH accelerate fading. 

Latent image fading is negligible in vacuum or inert gas 9 while the rate 

of fading in 0 is twice as great as in air» and ten times as great as in 

No . Fading is believed to be an oxidation process a An interpretation 

based on the Mitchell theory of latent image formation is given" 

ALBOUYs Go and FA.RRAGI D Mo g The Mechanism of Fading of the Latent Image Pro

duce'd by Charged Particles" Jo Physo Radiurnv .!£.» 105o (In Frencho) 

Fading of latent images was studied by grain countingo Fading is 

almost entirely due to oxidation/) all known factors affecting it doing 

so by changing the rate of oxidationo Fading varies exponentially •vith 

temperature!! and its dependence on humidity follows closely the ~velling 
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of gelatin. The difference in fading of Ilford Bl 9 B2, ClD C2h Dl and El 

plates is accounted for by pH differences • 

BLAU, M.~ Grain Density·in Photographic Tracks of Heavy Particles .. Phys. 

Rev~ ~o 279. 

The relation between grain density in photographic tracks and particle 

energy has been derived theoretically, assuming that the probability that 
-b(d.E/dn.)l/2 . 

a grain be developed is given by p = c( 1 - e ) • Using a single 

pair of parameters b and c 0 all experimental curves published for a-particles, 

tritonS D protOllS-? 7T and 'j.L meSOllS Can be ltlell representedo 

COPPEliS9 R. ~ Fading of the Latent Image in the Photography of a-Particle 

Tracks. J .. Phys. Radium 2£9 11. (In French.) 

The fading of a·-particle tracks in Ilford Bl and C2 plates was studied 

as a function of time:> temperature and humidity. The number or· tracks re-

maining as a function of storage time follows the Gaussian probability law, 

with the average life of a track and the standard deviation varying with 

temperature and humidi cy 0 but their ratio constant. 

DE CARVALHO» H. G.~ Stopping Power of Nuclear Emulsions for Ionizing Particles. 

Phys. Rev. I.§_o 1729., 

It is shown that a relation of the type H.0 /R = A~k holds for velocities 

in the range of 0.035 < ~ = v/c < 0.28v where R
0 

is the range of the 

particle in dry air 9 15°C 9 760.mm Hg. H. is the range in emulsion. A and 

k are constants which depend on the emulsion. For Ilford c-2 emulsion 

A = 2760~ k = O .. l5i. 

DILWOH.TII, c. c.~ Temperature .Shutter for Nuclear Research Emulsions. "Cosmic 

Radiation.," Interscience Publicationsv Inc.:! 157 o 

Measurements of the effect of reduced temperature on the sensitivity 

of emulsions show that it can be used to preserve plates without impairing 

their sensitivity when the temperature is raised. 
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FOLDY 9 Lo Ld Multiple Scattering with Energy Los so Physo Rev, 12.D 3llo 

Curves are given for mas.s measurements from multiple scattering 

observed. in Ilford nuclear emulsions" 

GEERK~ J o and BRIX9 Po~ A Mass Spectrographic Method for the Production of 

Density Steps on Photographic Plates Using PTotons of Medium Velocities" 

Z., Physo ~9 767o · (In Germano} 

The density of proton tracks as a function of energy in the range 

2=7 Kev was measured by bombarding the plates with protons from a. mass 

spectrograp ho Characteristic curves of various types of emulsions have 

: '· 

been obtained by this methodo 

HERZ 9 Ro H., g The Recording of Electron Tracks in Photographic Eln.ulsions. 

Physo·~eyo ~P 478o 

Attempts have been made to establish the range energy relationship 

of electrons in emulsiono Sensitivity of emulsions" 

MORRISOl~., Ao and MORTDN9 Fog Photomicrography of Tracks in Nuclear Research 

Ernulsionso Revo Scio Instrumo 20 0 34lo 

A simple projection system and film holder for· taking photomicro~ 

graphs of tracks is described,; With this film holder a series of exposures 

covering long lengths of track is obtained on a single film as adjacent 

segmen~s of track are successively focused and recorded" 

PICCIOTT0 9 Eog Influence of pH on the Treatment of Photographic .Ehlulsions 

for Nuclear Researcho Co Ro Acado Scio 9 Paris» .22.8.9 173. (In Frencho) 

A study is made of the influence of the pH of emulsions on the 

efficiency of developmento The absorption of buffer solutions as a 

function of weight.!) volume and pH of the emulsion shows a mini.rnum between 

pH of 2·~3 9 and an almost linear increase between pH S=l2o Equilibrium 

•·\ 
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of the pH of Ilford C~2 emulsion with that of buffer solutions is reached 

after 4 hours impregnation for pH values between 4-10o5o An increase of 

pH intensifies the action of organic developerso 

ROTBLAT, J o and TAI , C. T. g Shrinkage of Photographic Emulsions for Nuclear 

Researcho Nature 164., 835, 

Shrinkage factors were determined by measuring thicknesses of processed 

and unprocessed emulsions as functions of loading, gelatin concentration, 

thickness, method of development~ fixing and washingo The shrinkage factor 

is smaller than, but varies roughly as the ratio of the volume of emulsion 

to the volume of gelatino For normal composition 9 Ilford C-2, E-1, G-5 

and Kodak NT-la» 2a, and N'r-4 have shrinkage value 2o 7 + Oo2.. For lithium 

loaded emulsions this may increase to 3 .. 2.. Increasing the strength of 

developers time of fixing» or washi.ng increases the shrinkage factoro By 

experiments using lithium loaded emulsions, it has been determined that the 

shrinkage of the anulsion is uniform with depth» and for tracks with large 

dip angle (greater than 25-30°) the shrinkage factor fo~ the track is less 

than that for the emulsiono The angle at which this behavior begins is a 

function of the grain spacing along the tracko 

VITLSOli, M .. J. and VANCELAW~ W. g Procedure for Processing Nuclear Track Emulsions .. 

Physo Revo 75, 1144o 

Processing techniques which will develop all tracks, including electron 

tracks in 100-175 micron and 200"·260 micron Eastman NTB emulsions are 

described., Development should begin at a lo-l"r temperature, and completedo 
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1-Juclear Stars in Photographic Emul.s,ions 

CHOVIDHURI, Bn g Study of .Multiple Ionization Track Spectra on Photographic 

Plates Exposed to Cosmic Rays at Different Altitudes.. Trans, Base 

Research Inst .. 9 Calcutta, 16 9 47 o 

The emission of different kinds of particles when nuclei are struck 

by protons of rvlO Mev 9 and the frequency di stri but ion of stars of dif-, 

ferent multiplicity in photographic plates exposed to cosmic rays are 

discussedo Ilford half.-tone plates were exposed to cosmic rays at altitudes 

and Pbo Tracks having a mean grain spacing less than 2o 4 k.l. are assigned 

to protons and o:·=particles 9 others mainly to mesonso Multiplicity of 

tracks and absorption investigations tend to verify the theory that the 

primary cosmic ps.rticles are protons o 

ORTNER.v Gog Nuclear Disintegrations in Photographic Films Caused by Cosmic 
i),'''' 

Rayso (In Germano) 

Discussion of paper by Wambacher 9 So Bo Akad., Wisso Yiien" 149j) 

2a9 157 (next abstract) o 

W.AMBACHER 9 IL g Nuclear Disintegration in a Photographic Emulsion by Cosmic 

Variation of the energies of individual prongs of stars with 

excitation energyo Variation of number and energy of prongs with height, 

WAMBACHER 9 I:Io and VITDH.A.LM, Ao g On the Short Tracks in Photographic l<,ilmso 

So Bo Akado Wisso Wien 9 ~" A.bto Ila (Noso 6~10) 9 173o (In Gennano) 

stars with fewer than five prongs 9 with ranges <.. Th cl a. are 

attributed to radioactive contamination in the emulsion or airo Pro~ 

cedure for measuring depth of tracks is describedo 
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LE PRINCE-RINGUET ~ L. 9 HEIDMAJJN 9 J o » HOANG p T.-F. 9 JAUNEAU s L., and STROUMSA, J o: 
~ - . ~ 

Obse~ation of an Almost Complete Disintegration of a Silver Nucleus. C. R. 

Acad., Sci., 9 Paris,!)~.., 1144. (In -French.,) 

24 prong star:> caused by particle of mass OQ31-15 nucleon masses. 
. . 

PERKINS» D. H.~ "Evaporation:" of Heavy Nuclei.. Nature..!..§£, 299., 

Fifteen cosmic ray stars in photographic emulsions are studied., 

PERKINS 3 D. IL g Origin of Cosmic Ray star at Sea Level., Nature ~~ 707 o 

Number of stars produced in photographic emulsions is proportional 

to the number of single tracks., study of the effect of absorbers on 

star production. 

ROY~ R. Rog Nuclear Explosion Recorded by Photographic Emulsion Method., 

Nature 160D 498., 

Proton tracks in photographic plates 9 placed under mica sheets exposed 

to cosmic rays o 

BRADT~ H. L. and PETERS~ H.~ Investigation of the Primary Cosmic Radiation 

vdth Nuclear Photographic Emulsions. Phys., Rev. ~' 1828. 

Several methods are discussed for determining the charge and energy 

of heavy nuclei found in primary cosmic radiation., Tracks formed by 

heavy primaries in Ilford C~2 emulsion show the presence of nuclei from 

rv C. to r--~Fe., A nuclear explosion caused by the collisio~ of a ) 3 Bev 

carbon or oxygen nucleus with a silver nucleus in the emulsion is discussed. 

CORTINI 9 G. 9 • MANFREDINI 9 A.» and PERSAN0 9 A. g On the Variation with Height of 

the Intensity of Nuclear Evaporations in Photographic Plates. Nuovo Cim. ~, 

292. (In Italian.) 

Using photographic emulsions» a compe.rison is made between the number 
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of nuclear stars observed at 17 9 000 m and 3 9 500 m above sea levelo The 

mean free path of the star producing radiation is determined to be 

140 gmjcm2o 

« 
CUER~ Po 9 MORAND9 1ilo and MOUc-.tiARAFYEH~ H.~ A, Large Cosmic Ray .Star Produced at 

Star with 18 prongs 9 probably a Br nucleus disintegratingo 

FARAGGI 9 Ho and ALBOUY 9 Gag Nuclear Explosion Initiated by Cosmic Rays at .Sea 

Levelo Co R. Acad. Scio 9 Paris, ~9 276o (In Frencho) 

In a 9 prong star, a.~particles were preferentially projected in one 

direction 9 protons and the recoil nucleus in the othero This supports 

the assumption that the initial nucleus splits into two parts, the lighter 

of which evaporates completely s emitting mostly a.~particles 9 while the 

heavier reverts to a stable condition by emitting protons and neutronso 

HEID11lAJHJ 9 Jog On Nuclear Disintegrations Produced by Mesons a C .. R., Acado 

Discussion of meson formed stars in photographic plates 9 extending the 

preceding paper (C, R" Acado Scio 9 ParisD ~v l716)o 

MORAND.9 Mo ~ CUER.9 PoD EDMONT 9 J.o ~ and MOUCHARAFYEI1, Hog Phenomena Produced 

in Photographic Emulsion by Cosmic Rays at .Sea LeveL C" R" /I.Cad. ·sci. s 

ParisD ~9 1008. (In Frencho) 

Relative numbers of' meson.? protons deuteron trackso Number of 

protons relative to starso Classification of stars according to nuclear 

origin., Energy=momentum balance, estimates of mass of particles initiating 

star so 

PERKINS 9 Do H.g Disintegration of Highly Excited Nucleio Nature ~s 486o 

Angular distribution of particles emitted from 24 stars 9 having 

15·~22 prongs 11 from AgBr or Io ·Protons emitted symmetricallyt> a-particles 

emitted in direction opposite heavier particleso Results discussed by 
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"evaporation theory .. " Excitation energy 500-1000 Mev., These stars are 

thought due to inelastic scattering of fast cosmic ray particles 9 not 

captured neutrons or mesons., 

YAGODA 9 H. g A Nuclear Evaporation Recorded in an Emulsion Near Sea Level., 

1949 

It 

Phys., Revo ~9 263., 

Star in emulsion shows 1 a track9 5 protons., If it is assumed that 

5 neutrons also emerged 9 the event can be interpreted to be the explosion 

of' u14 by a meson of' mass "-'300 m ., e 

CUER 9 Po 9 MORAND» M~ 9 and VAN ROSSUM~ L., g On the Production by a New Nuclear 
-~ 

Reaction of' High Energy Deuterons by Fast Neutrons., C., R~ Acad., Sci., 9 

Evidence is presented f'or a reaction of the type neutron + nucleus 

~ deuteron +nucleus (of low excitation) f'ound in photographic plates 

exposed to the Berkeley cyclotron., 

GOVvARD 9 F., K., 9 TITTERTON» E. W,. 8 and WJ:LKINS 9 Jo J.,~ .The Photo-Disintegration 

of' Oxygen into Four Alpha-Particles., Proco Physo Soc., Lond., A!) g 11 460., 

/ . 
stars consisting of 4 a-particles were observed in photographic plates 

radiated with 0' rays of energy up to 23 Mev f'rom a synchrotron., Measure-

ment of' the energy released and momentum balance indicate the.reaction 

ol6 ---7 4He4 - 14., 6 Mev., The mean cross section at 20-23 li[ev is 
' 

GREEN 8 L., L., and GIBSON 3 W., M., g The Disint.egration of Carbon by Fast Neutrons. 

Proco Phys., Soc., Lond., ~!) go 296., 

Disintegration of' cl2 into 3 a=particles by inelastic scattering of' 

fast neutrons has been studied using photographic plates., Cross sections 

f'or the process have been determined f'or neutron energies 10.,8 to 14.,5 Mev., 
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HARDDIG 9 ._ J o B" s Cross ·section for Nuclear Disintegration Produced by Cosmic 

Rayso Nature ~9 440o 

Cross sections for star formation were measured using "gelatin 

sandwich" nuclear plates, stars formed in the anulsion proper arise from 

Ag or Br 0 those f'onned in the gelatin are due to C~> Ov or No The latter 

are identified by their centers not being vi si bleo The ratio of gelatin 

to emulsion stars is 5o8.,:, Oo7 percento Computation of this ratio from 

the geometr·ic cross_ sections gives 4o5~ peroento 

HARDING/> J o Bog Orig:!_n of Cosmic Ray starso PhiL Mago !£o 530o 

The ranges of star prongs were studiedo In particular.? the .length and 

angular distribution oi" recoil tracks 9 due to residual nuclei left when 

highly excited nuclei had cooled by particle emission» were studiedv a.n.d it 

is concluded that the majority of cosmic ray stars are due to fast neutrons 

(which are not actually captured) 9 to fast mesons~ which give up all their 

rest energy:> or possibly to heavy mesons ltlhich are captured"· 

LORD 1, J o J o v SCHEHJ 9 Mo 9 aad VIDALE.9 Mo ~ A Large nuclear Disintegration Pro~ 

duced by a Very High Energy Alpha !'article of the Co~;m:i.c Radiationo 

Physo Revo ~!J 321o 

A star observed in an Eastman NTB-=3 plate appears to have been caused 

by an O.·=particle which was deflected 2o 5° in the colli siono The star has 

eight more prongs 9 including a 11-meson which comes to rest in the 

e>..nulsl.ono ' ' 
THOMSON-" Go~- The Production of Cosmic Ray Starso Philo Mago !£v 589o 

The number of stars decays exponentially with the amount of the atmo~ 

sphere above the point of observat.ion 9 while the size of stars is independent 

of heighto These facts are consistent with the theory that one primary 

particle makes several effective collisionso The mechanimn of star 
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production is discussed, and it seems likely that nucleons passing 

through the atmosphere alternate in state between protons and neutrons 

as a result of collisions, and that each primary particle makes several 

stars. A mathematical analysis of the energy loss of primary particles 

is made. 
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